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CAR
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COLLISION

Passengers Chicago Federal District Attor
Fight Frantically in Dark to
ney Explains Action on the
Wreckage
From
Escape
Ground that it is to Make
and Women

Many Are Injured,

Way for Prosecution,

Journal Special Leaned Wire
City, Mo., Dec. 27. Two
oersons were killed and more than
fifty hurt, four seriously, In a street
via,
on the Inter-Cit- y
cor collision
Kansas City,
duct between here and
Ka., tonight.
Both cars belonged on' the Minne
were headed
sota avenue Une and
west.
Car No. 177, when near the
east end of the bridge, at a point
thirty feet above ground, lost Its trol
ley. Car No. 163, in charge of Motor
man George Green, came along be
fore the trolley had been replaced.
Green did not see No. 177 until his
car was within three feet of it, and
before he could apply the brakes, the
Morning

B

Kansas

(By Morning Journal Special Leased Wire
Chicago, Dec. 27. United
States
District Attorney Edwin W. Sims ap-

peared today before Judge Kohlsaat
in the federal court and asked

that

non-partis-

KngincrrA Sent to Hawaii.
Leavenworth, Kas., Dec. 27. When
the
alllng orders for headquarters
and company
I, third battalion engineers, stationed here, were received
this afternoon,
the troops were designated for tha Hawaiian islands instead of the Philippine Islands, as first

children of Benjamin White died here
todav as a result of eating mistle
toe berries yesterday. These deaths
bring the total that have occurred
here from the same cause In the last
two days to five. All the dead children ate the berries at the same time

into

the

caused every light in
moving car to go out. A wild
scramble followed.
Four persons fell
off the viaduct into the sand below.
Within the cars men
and women
fought to get out. Window panes were
being injured by
crashed, many
broken gluss.
Warning of the accident was first
Slven by Charles Lewis, one of the
men
who fell off the viaduct. Although badly hurt, he
rushed to a
rearby railroad office to spread the
the

'

ilarm.

telling a

moment after

A

of the wreck, Lewis collapsed.

elork

DAUGHTER OF
REVOLUTIONARY OFFICER

IVAS

Madison, la., Dec. 27. Mrs. Mary
who
ahey, daughter of an officer
revolution,
lught in the American
win

burled here

today.

Until her

Chicago Sunútty, híik

path-i-

,yfa.

ono

if three
surviving original Daughters
of the American Revolution.
Mrs. Fahey was born in York
Pa., July 10, 1818. Sho wag the
daughter of Robert Elliott, who was
i member of the Seventh Pennsyl- anla line and who took part in the
!amous fight at Bunker Hill.
Mrs. Fahey moved to Willlamsport,
Hd., to Illinois in 1833 and came here
In 1839.
In 1804 she went to Chi
cago to end her days at the home of

i daughter.
LAST

REAL SON OP

itKvoixnojr is dead.

27.
N. Y., Dec.
(Matt, ninety-fou- r
years old
Elmlra,

Lorenzo

announced.

OFFICERS SEIZE
TONS OF STALE EGGS

FEDERAL

IB

Okla.,

URGES

Dec.

27.

Two

MUNICIPAL

CONTROL

Merchants' Refrigerator compThe warrant of
ieano
íha TTTlitpd StateS
"wimissloner, describes the eggs as
filthy, decomposed and putrid mat-Th- e
Jersey City board of health
"H be asked to destroy them.
Hie eggg were consigned from Chl- -

OF

GARS

Secretary of New York Con"'?'). Bhliimt.,ilo
gestion Commission Declares
It la nllotreri. Ileitis
I traced b ihe government Inspector
City Must Own Transit Lines
two cold storage companies there.
to Afford Proper Service,
DEMAND

Br Morning Joomal Special
v..- - York. Deo. 27.

ted

Wlirl
In an open

Mayor Gaynor, Benjamin j.
of the New York
advocates that
commission,
Congestion
education
an academic
fni
studying dentistry are needed the city obtain control of all transit
the dental profession, according to lines within lis confines.
he
Q. Rryan of Indiana, who
Most students of transit,"
an address lefore the "Instl-lutewrites, "admit that in order to obtain
monopproper service there must be
Dental Pedagogues.' which be-three day session here today.
oly of all transit lines. People don't
Radical changes in the entrance
wish to pay two or three fares, neither
comof the dental colleges of do they wish a monopolistic
'he colín,
,.. .... tat-- pany to earn fourteen to twenty per
vvt'it; ouvtnairu
i.ij
'
Oan. He was supported in
cent net."
the
by several dentistry teachers
Statistics given out, by the public
Sepalso criticised the training
of service commission today for last
of
number
W!n,'ers of dental college faculties.
total
the
show
that
tember
passengers carried by surface, subway
the
8N1 Colorado Woman Die.
and elevated was 132.20S.695. and
$6,566,-79fnyT- Dec. 27. Mrs. Harriet total of cash fares collected
widow oi Anson Rudd, who
lo
steaded the land that is now
Donv rapture of Jap Spy.
r!t'. rolo., died at Manila,
i ' c"f franon
28. The military auI
hpr son ,n tnis cl,y toda'-srd
deny the re5eftra- Anson
Rudd, who thorities emphatically
spy, said to have
M,nWn amon
h's friends and port that a Japanese
Corregidor
m J. .;r" as the
"Blacksmith Poet." in his possession maps of
three year. ago.
has been captured.
Washington,
ho have
had

Dec,

27.

More men

CHEATED

VICTIM

Jersey City.

FOR MORE
EDUCATED DENTISTS

officials were unable to cope with the
situation at this time, j
At 7:15 the mob burst open the
door of the express room where the
deputy sheriffs and their prisoners
had locked themselves In. All the
windows were broken and the mob
demanded the negro's life. But the
latter was pushed into a concealed
vault of the express company for
safekeeping with hardly a breath of

st

New York, Dec. 27.
Nine tons of
Md eggs were seized today by fed-f- 'l
officers in the cold storage plant
the
any,
lUr

,
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lott.r tn

ii.r.h
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an

tions throughout New Mexico and who have talked with large numbers of voters, do not
hesitate to express the opinion that the constitution is sure to be ratified at the polls. But
this is not enough, it should be ratified by almost the unanimous vote of the people, to
the end that congress may thoroughly understand that all parties in New Mexico are united for statehood. So do not fail to attend the meeting Thursday night and help start the
campaign which will roll up the largest majority ever returned by Bernalillo county on any

and said
to be the last real son
of the American revolution In this state, died yesterday at Corning, N. Y.
His father served two enlistments
to the
revolutionary army and was
with Washington
at Valley Forge.

car had crashed

moving

REINFORCEMENTS REACH
GEN, NAVARRO'S ARMY

INSTITUTION HAD NEARLY
SEVEN MILLION ON DEPOSIT

of

the campaign for the ratificaion of the constitution by the voters of Bernalillo county.
Governor Mills and Hon. 0. A. Larrazolo will address the gathering, as will also several
and the constitution
prominent local orators. The meeting will be entirely
Men
familiar with condiwill be discussed from the broad standpoint of statesmanship.

the dissolution suit of the government
against the National Packing comproposition.
pany, which had been accused of being a trust, be dismissed.
The order
was entered by the court.
Assistant United States District At
torney James H. Wilkerson late today E
Issued a statement regarding his action In sweeping aside civil suits to
make way for criminal prosecution of
the men composing the National
Mr. W'ilkerson
Packing company.
says there is but one reason for the
dismissal of the civil case and that is
the desire of the government for immediate and vigorous prosecution of
the packers.
The statement Issued by Mr. Wil
kerson follows:
The petition against the packers
of March
was filed on the twenty-fir1910.
Afterwards there was a grand
Jury investigation as a result of which
indictments were returned charging
some of the defendants in the bill
with criminal violations of the antitrust laws.
Since the return of those indict TIMELY ARRIVAL OF
ments the defendants In the equity
SOLDIERS SAVES NEGRO
case have asked several extensions of
time within which to answer and thoso
extensions have always been
Prisoner Spends Night in Vault
It was thought' to be fully under- in Double Danger of Suffocatood by both the government and
the attorneys for the packers that
tion and of Violent Death at
there were to bo no further proceed-- !
ings In the equity until the tiiul of
Hands of Citizens,
the crimiu! cases.
The pilpose of the dismissal of
the eotJTliri;ase is io make clear the By Morning Journal Bprrlal (euwd Wire
position oí the government that the
Weston, V. Va., Dec. 28 state
trial of the criminal cases is to be troops arrived here at 1 o'clock this
Igorously pushed and is to bo Inter
fered with in no way whatever by morning and rescued William Furby,
the pendency of the equity cases In a negro, from an infuriated mob
which had waited all night outside
the circuit court.
po- - the local railway Btation seeking to
It may be that a resort to a vlo- prevent his removal
to Clarksburg
ition in equity to enjoin future
Uions will be entirely unnecessary If Jail.
The soldiers took the prisoner from
the government's contentions are es
the vault in the express office where
tablished in the criminal cases.
The attorney general therefore di the sheriff had kept him, placed him
rected the dismissal of the equity case- aboard the special train on which
without prejudice. Further proceed- they had arrived, and took him to
ngs to enjoin future violations can of Clarksburg.
The crowd was overawed and gave
course be Instituted If these proceed
ings should be found necessary to way.
A farmer from the Anglin neighmaintain fully the position of the
borhood,
Marion White, attacked
government in this litig.itlon."
Colonel Osborn, and was assisted by
another member of the mob. Osborn
MISTLETOE BERRIES
used the butt end of his army revolver
the Weston police placed the two
FATALT0 FIVE CHILDREN and
men under arrest, after which Colonel
Osborn met with no further resist-

"dead" one.
The collision

TO SUSPEND

a point to be present

at the meeting at Elks' theater Thursday evening. This meeting marks the opening
CIVIL SUIT AGAINST
DISASTROUS CRASH ON
KANSAS CITY VIADUCT
CONCERNS WITHDRAWN

BANK FORCED

HEAR

PEDERNALES

ACTION
Every loyal citizen of Albuquerque and environs should make it

Men

TODAY

EVENING AT ELKS' THEATER c

SIS

TO

TASK

FOR

air.
An appeal to Governor Glasscock
at Charleston for state troops was
followed Immediately by an order for
the mobilization of the militia at

Military Activity in Mexico Ex- - President Whose Irregularities
tends All Along Northern
Are blamed Tor raiiure in
Sanitarium; Grand Jury to
Rebels
Border!
Plan to Attack

Investigate,

Moctezuma,
(By Morning Journal tiprrtnt

Chihuahua, Mexico, Dec.

,rnrd Wln1
27, via El

Information, tol
Paso.
day states that the reinforcements
which left here last week by train and
uegan ineir marcn ni nan juiiumo ex- pect to Join General Navarro at Pa- dernales today. Aside from a brush
between scouting parties near Mai- paso last Sunday, In which none was
hurt, there hus been no fighting. In
fact the federal profess to believe
that tho insurrectos have deserted
Malpaso, however, the federals, It Is
said, are not attempting to go'th rough
the pass.
and
Direct news from OJInaga
vicinity is rare here, but the situa
tion there is attracting increased at
tention. A Mexican coming direct
from the place related a story of how
forty vaqueros working on a big

(Hy Morning Journal Nperlnl Lcnaed Wlrr
New York, Dec. 27. The Northern
Bank of New York, with deposits In
Its nine branches of $6,91 2,582 at the

Somi-tofflela-

ranch secured arms. They told their
employer that they had no arms with
which to defend themselves against
tha revolutionists. The employer, according to the story, gave each man a
rifle, whereupon they deserted in a
body to Join tha Insurrectos
When the Junction with Navarro
is formed the federals will have 2,000
men In the disaffected district west
of here. Those best Informed here
predict a battle tomorrow, but there
Is no certainty that this Is correct.

tlmo of lt8 lllst published statement,
I

,

v"""r"

.,,

u,. n
v" xr m.

superintendent of banks, "for
the benefit of the depositors, because
of eertnin conditions" and '"also cer- lrr..fflliBr transactions."
An Inventory of the bank's assets
and the liabilities Is now under way,
but until It is completed, no further
statement from Superintendent Cheney was available, W. 11. Hotehkis,
state superintendent of Insurance,
and District Attorney Whitman, are
cooperating with him. They hope to
present the Tacts to the grand Jury
tomorrow.
Joseph fl. Robin, 'chairman of the
executive commission of the bank and
a shareholder and director In many
other corporations, Is in a private
sanitarium at. Central Valley, New
York, to which he was commlttted
last Saturday by Justice Amend ot
the state suprime court ot the request
of his slstrr on the certificate of two
physicians.
James If. Glfford, of counsel for
the bank and one of Its directors, an-- ,
nounced tonight that physicians had
diagnosed the case as acute paranoia. Ilobln tried to kill himself In his
apartmenlH last Saturday night but
was restrained by a nurse, according
to Mr. Glfford.
"On Friday night," said Mr. Glfford, after the Irregularities had been
discovered, another director and niy
self went to apartments of Mr. Ho- bin. Wo could not get a connected
statement from tjlm. It whh pluin,'
tlmt he did not realize the seriousness
of our mission.
,
"I knew nothing about the irreg
ularities nor do I think any of the
other directors did until ihry were
revealed by the examiners of the
banking department and our own In
vestigators. We held out hopes that
conditions would right themselves until Monday night when a meeting
which lasted for hours, we called
upon tho state banking department
to step in.
"A copy of the resolution was turn
ed over to the department and Superintendent Cheney can make It publlo
if he wishes. W do not earn to. We
wish to do nothing that mluht embar
rass the public official.
'Depositors will receive 100 cent
on the dollar and the stockholders &
substantial dividend if we cun realizo on our collateral.
We have cash
ts
on hand of $2,000,000 and quick
bUuo

.,

Clarksburg, Grafton and Parkershurg PROMISED AMERICAN
and their dispatch there by special
SUPPORT TO BRITISH MKXICAX IXFANTHY
train. Until the arrival of the troops
STATION KI AT NACO
It waa necessary to confino tho negro
Naco, Arla., Dec. 27. A company
to the airless vault. Although there
Must An- of Mexican infantry arrived In Naco,
was danger of suffocation it was con Naval Commander
Sonora,
afternoon and with tho
sidered a greater peril to release him
swer for Enthusiastic Elo company this
now stationed at Naco, will
while the mob's frezy was at Its
tonight for a point on tho Naco,
height.
quence at London Banquet leave railroad,
whence it is roported
tari
After the negro's trial this after
Expressed Own Sentiments they will go by rail to Nacoxart
noon he was held to the grand Jury
A train of six coaches of soldiers
without ball, to answer to the charge
left Empalme, Sonora, today, bound
of assault and attempt to murder.
The Anglin girl took the stand her IBy Morning Journal Special T.ruM'd M'lreJ for Nogales., but It Is reported cn good
Washington, Dec. 27. The caso of authority that they will also so to
self
after all the witnesses, and
spectators were excluded from the Commander William !i. Kims of the Nauoxarl.
court room, and told how Furby at United
States Steamship Minnesota, UEUFXS ACTIVE IX
tacked her while she was returning
to press reports, do
80XOKA MOUNTAINS
who,
acording
from the dairy on her father's farm
Douglas, Arlü., Dec. 27. A letter
speech
last Saturday night.
llvered a distinctly
While she struggled, he dragged her at a banquet at London. December 2 from II. W. Doomls to his wife here
states that 't htt rebels In the mountains
fully 300
yards, and following the
attacks he was In the alleged act of Is now In the hands of President Taft. between Nacozari and Moctezuma are
Rear Admiral Murdock, command awaiting reinforcements when they
strangling her when; a railroad flag
man came running to her rescue. The ing the third division of the Aalantlc plan to make a combined attack on
negro ran to a horse tied up nearby fleet, to which the Minnesota Is at Moctezuma, the capital of the Mode
Tho rebels
and made off, but the animal fell. tached, has made a cable reply to zuma district in Sonora.
throwing the rider. His shoulder was Secretary Meyers' request, giving the have been seen on tho hill above Nao
dislocated and he was captured.
substance of the commander's re ozarl, but showed no disposition to
Following tho trial a mob collected marks. Mr. Meyer today referred the disturb the camp, where the big prop
erties of the Moctezuma Copper com
at the court house and demandod the matter to the president.
pany, purt of tho Pnelps-Dodg- e
In
negro, but with the organization of
No inkling of the nature of Ad- - lorcHls,
is located. Tho many Ameri
a large squad of special deputies and mtral Murdock's cablegram was ob
cans in this district are not alarmed
the regular force, Sheriff Alfred suc tainuble at the navy department.
over the situation, feeling satisfied
ceeded In getting his man to the railReplying to tho welcoming speech that
they will not be molested.
road station, planning to take him to of tho lord mayor of Dondon, Com
ClarkBburg.
The train was on hour mander Sims, according to the press tlUOIOI DKNIF.S HIS
of $3,000,000.
late, however, and the mob mean dispatches, said that speaking for
'Some people might think It was
WAS
IDOTF.n
RANCH
while grew to such proportions that himself, he believed if the time ever
ridiculous for us to close our doors
Mexico City, Deo. 27. Knrlqtio C in
when the train arrived the authorities came when the British empire wus
ance.
this way, but we considered that
foreign
relations,
of
Creel,
us soon us the irregularities Decame
A rush was made at the train but were
unable to carry out their menaced by an external enemy they tonight minister
report
his
denied
the
that
'
the troops fired in the air and the plans.
might count on every man, every ranch in Chihuahua had been looted pimlic there would be a run on tho
A mob of more than 150 men, who
angry citizens fell back. Before the
of blood, every ship and every and the foreman branded. He said bi.i'k. In view of this fact tha direc drop
train could bo started several shots were expecting Furby to be taken dollar ot their kindred across the that about three weeks ago a few tors believed the Interest of ail dersltors demanded that we ask, the
were fired Into It and all the windows to Clarksburg, on an evening train. sea s.
bandits went to his ranch and stole stale
intercepted the train at Fisht r Sumbunking department to take
were broken.
Sims several horses.
Commander
is
noted
that
It
mit, near he Anglin home, and held was
charge."
to say the sentiments he
careful
was
Superintendent
it for twenty minutes, looking for the expressed were only his own person
Ilotchkb
PllISOXF.K SPIOXDS XIGIIT
IX 10XPKKSS OFFICIO VAULT. negro. When they found ho was not al views, and the point Is raised as
drawn into the case through the fact
Weston, W. Va., Dec. 27. William on the train they came to Weston find to how far a naval officer can go in PICKPOCKET
a controlling interest
LEAVES hat Hobln heldIndemnity
company of
Furby, a negro, for hours tonight joined the mob at the Btation.
in the Aetna
opinion
declaring
publicly
his
when
An oil well driller, who was the
was between fires death at the hands
Hartford, Conn., cnpitallved at $250.-00aspect.
an
international
they
bear
of a mob or Buffocatlon In the iron fiist uian who appeared when the
which does business In this state.
vault of the express office at the express door was burst open, was
The relations of the Aetna with the
YOHE
IN
FOR
MAY
YEAR
PRISON
Outsido the mmectiately arrested. Company K is
local railway station.
Northern bunk and of both with the
little building a crowd of several hun- expecteC to arrive on a special train
Title and Guarantee company, of
THEFT
OF
$20,000
dred persons waited from afternoon at midnight from Clarksburg to re
llochester, form the subject matter
until late into the night, demanding norce the guards here. The sltua,
of a long statement by Superintend
27.
Upon
Mont.,
Helena,
Dec.
RROK E
the life of the prisoner for alleged as tlon at this hour has become quieter. pleading guilty In the district court
ent Hotcbklss.
Furby is still confined In the
saults upon Miss Flora Anglin, daugh
The directors of the Aetna admit
S.
W.
forgery,
of
charge
a
to
today
ter of a prominent farmer, and for vault. The movements of the officials
ted tonight that "the report given out
Janghorne,
Jr.,
clerk
former
chief
are being watched and it Is feared
an attempt to murder her.
was
by the Insurance department"
While the mob waited a largo r.quad demonstration will yet be made If they In the office of tho state bonrd of
correct In the essential particulars.
sentencNewly
was
Wed
commissioners,
Singer
livestock
and
Former
of deputies and the sheriff guardei attempt to take the negro from the
The statement of Mr. Hotchklss folin the penitentiary.
the express office, and kept the negro vault. At midnight the crowd around ed to one year
By lows in part:
ded
Husband
Forced
to
peculations
Langhorne'a
amounted
locked in the express safe, whore he tho depot had not diminished.
Joseph (1. Hobln was in March
approximately $20,000, realized by
Rude Thief to Interrupt Their last the controlling stockholder of the
had little air to breathe.
stray
of
names
of
owners
forging
OX
the
ATTACK
For hours the crowd waited, but GYPSY C11IF.K8
Aetna Indemnity company und apparJourney at Denver,
WOM.VV FKKCIPIT.XTKS JUOT. cattle shipments.
for want of a leader, it failed 'o move
ently of the Northern liank of New
27.
A riot
Charlotte, N. C, Dec.
with sufficient force to dislodge the
York. One of the chief assets of the
pear
meat
deputies and take possession of the was precipitated last night
Indemnity company (a ConAetna
WIiw
mm
Bpadal
(Djr
Horning
I
Journal
hunexpress room. They stormed the place Wadesboro in a camp of several
corporation In no way re
necticut
A
family
27.
rude
Dec.
Colo.,
gave
Denver,
reunion
several times, brenking all tha win dred gypsies when a man who
to the Aetna Fire Insurance
lated
May
Yoho,
the
compelled
pickpocket
dows and forcing open the doors, but his name as "Chief Mitchell" entered
according to tho state
singer, and her newly wedded hus- company) was
the tent of another member of the
were unable to gain access to the
lf.OO
lMitl,
81,
of
ment
27.
a
Reynolds,
Dec.
Colo.,
musical
M.
Salida,
Tainted
band,
F.
The only hope of the authorities, band, and it Is charged, attacked a
or the entire issue, of the corshares,
ocIn
on
Denver
spread
sojourn
to
comedy
at
feast
actor,
suma
the
chicken
County officers were
however, to get their prisoner to the woman.
porate stock of the Title and Guar
casion of a family reunion at the for several hours today, pending word
Jail at Clarksburg, as they intended moned and several arrests followed.
company of Hoi hestcr.
antee
yeshad
T.
who
Hampton
Louis,
Captain
St.
J.
home
of
afa
in
from
friend
At a preliminary hearing this
to do when the mob collected, was In
latter is a New York Insur
The
us
or
the
Illness
a
score
Just
of
terday
funds.
been
for
caused
the
wired
the arrival of state troops. An order ternoon Mitchell was held without ball
ance
corporation
auinonsia to ao a
mar-rlag- o
singer,
one,,
over
whom
whoso
persons
first
asseveral
more
evening
famous
for to answer the charge of criminal
was issued early In the
fidelity
and a title guarantee business.
of
night
sevtltlo
physicians
brought
all
last
the
worked
before
her
sault, a capital offense In this state.
the mobilization of the millti.i at
Ibis corporation had. however, been
eral points, but although special train Officers who went to the scene found they were out of danger. Captuin Franclg Hope, whs about to attach
dormant for some time, A lease of
mess
a
register
Is
veteran,
war
civil
Hampton,
to
hotel
a
name
a
was
who
her
doubtful If the several men and women tied to trees
were provided. It
Its tltlo plant to a llochester abstract
telegram
conthe
from
enger
In
are
a
critical
still
scene
her
and
his
handed
wife
soldiers would reach the
and severely beaten.
compnny
an income, which
The captain was first taken St. Louis friend snd she announced Is ml il it Ionproduced
early morning.
Mitchell claims that as he Is chief dition.
gave
its other Hsm-ts- ,
to
not
mind"
"need
ill
he
to
wife
his
and
no
then
that
hearing
afternoon,
their
followed
clerk
the
this
At Furby'
of the band he has committed
a value of $168,500
stockholders
the
great
her
hus
and
grandchildren
children,
she
and
believed
de
daughter,
that
she
wrong.
Flora Anglin, a farmers'
out of the total assets of the Aetna
grandchildren in rapid succession.
band would continue their Journey company
clared she was the victim of three at
of approximately $1.0iiO,0OO.
message
au
Active.
Again
carried
The
Aetna
Mount
eastward.
tacks at his hands.
with an Increase In the
Coincident
Tax
Settlement,
requisite
Walsh
27.
Mount
Sicily,
of
delivery
the
Dec.
Anglin,
thority
Catania.
for
Mr.
fath
The appearance of
capital
stock of the Aetna Indemnity
27.
picked
Colo.,
Littleton,
Dec.
activpocket
Settle
s
showing
considerable
whs
Yohe
is
upon
Mies
man,
aged
funds.
Aetna
er of Miss Anglin, an
ment of the Inheritance tax due the on a train on wnicn sue inn nor nun- - last spring, Hobln seems to have
the platform of the station, telling ity. There have been no earth tre- state
purchase
from
the estate of the late band were traveling from San Fran- opened negotiations for the company.
mors,
however,
material
red
hot
but
daughstory
of his
the crowd that the
it of the llochester
from
towas
Welsh
striking
F.
made
a
here
making
Thomas
erupted,
has
cisco.
been
mob
ter was as true as steel, set the
About that time both rómpante
contrast with the1 snow capped Vo- day. The greater portion of the eswild.
new officers. Former Superinelected
Chieftain
Choclaw
Arapahoe
county
I'ail.
Is
In
located
and
tate
lcano.
Prosecuting Attorney Swint made
Kelwy. (Otto H. Kelsey, of
tendent
27
Green
Doc.
Okla..
county
McAlestrr.
clerk,
whose
are
crater,
the
office
villagers
near
living
the
The
people
from
attempts to appeal to the
state
Insurance department) bethe
of
the
principal
chieftain
McCurtaln,
money
In
city,
to
ore
will
remit
the
experiences,
this
remembering
former
a truck on a depot platform, but the
coming president of both.
at
home
his
at
died
nHtlon.
secretary
Choctaw
of
tax
state.
volcaThe
on
the
a
close
keeping
the
watch
him
truck was drawn from beneath
"Jt appears that shortly prior to
Klnta, Okla., today.
amounts to $60,000.
and the crowd yelled him down. The no in fear oí being; overwhelmed.
.

pro-Briti-

an-se-

0,

tainteFchicken
spoils

'

.

InlK-rltaiic-
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I

this timo. Itobln. ft one of the witnesses Mid. hid slated that ho would
purchase from" Aetna tlM"'k of
the Title nd Guaranty company. On
the strength f thin statement for
there was no contract until October,
(1Q11, IIWHI Of the Itocllester
company were turned over to lilm on
March 81, ami, without the knowledge, of President Kelsey or the oth-e- r
trifleers of the two Interested

companies, disposed of nmt
inanlpululed as itobln directed."
The summary of this alleged manipulation follow nml the statement
thro continues:
result, when the present
A
began th Title and Guarantee company of Kochestcr Instead
of assets consisting of approximately

and practically

$1 SO. 000

-

1

v
'iortunHtely, thi ltoehestcr
l
hot actively In business and
thr interests of policy holders itre not
affected.
. "There la undoubtedly n consider
nbl shrinkage In tho assets of the
nnw
Aetna Indemnity company,
molí surplus I umiiiestlonably wiped
out and whose oupllal In impaired.
Whether thin compiiny will be rehabilitated or reinsured hu not jot boon
determined."
The shrinkage of the Aonu In their
statement Issued tonight explain mat
"as Boon us knowledge of the manipulation by Mr. Itobln come to their Acom-ium-

tiny

notified

I

lie

Insuruncc

department of Connecticut, which cooperated with the Sew York department In making a. full nnd detailed
examination of the financial transactions of tho affiliated companies."
Tho statement continues:
' "Mr. Hobln ha
been entirely eliminated from t lie stock control of the
company nnd 11 officer ore now In
a. position to transfer control to strong
The officers are. therefore,
Interests.
the successful
confident that, with
completion of the negotiations , the
progress of tho company will con'
tinue undisturbed."
ItOItIN SIXTKKX
YKAItH AGO WAS POOIt AL1F.X
New York, Deo. 27. Joseph O.
ttobln came to this country sixteen
years ngo from Ilussiu with only
enough money to puns the ImmigrantF-SIDEN-

tion barriers. For the lust years he
has had a powerful voice lit the affair of three banks, two bonding companion, two real estate companies and
two traction roads.
He besan as a reporter on a New
Tork newnpuper, lrt journalism to
promete bulldlnst und lotm
ftnd graduated Into banking.
iifso-Xillo-

police driverchInged
manicure set for

useful curry

wmm

-

www

comb

ARE DUE FRQuI

Pittsburg, Hoe. Í7. The question
of freight rates was one of the enby the
grossing topics
discussed
American Geological society at its an.
nual meeting here today, when Dr.
W. 3. ' Holland, director of the Car-- I
ncgle museum, presented a resoluof a
tion asking the appointment
committee to take up villi llio railroads the matter of u change In Ihe
rlasntflcntlon of fonsils.
Dr. Holland declared he had paid
l'.OO1) freight charges on a shipment
:oo would
of fomdl rock, for which
appear ample In comparison with
Other freight schedules.
After the reception of scleral reports uf a technical nature these officers were nominated for election to
serve next year:
President
Professor William Davis
of Harvard.
Con-

It.
Wehteyaii;
W.
necticut
Princeton.
K.
Dr.
Secretary
O. Ilovey, Amer-leaMuseum of Natural History, New
Vork i lty.
Treasurer W. It. Clark, Johns Hopkins.
II. 1'. Cashing, Western
I.lbrurlun
Keserve.
The retiring president. Dr. Arnold
lUsue, made Ids annus! addresa tonight and the annual smoker was
field.
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vtrv bottle ol Cod
Livtr Oil you buyj
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original standard
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preparation of Cod
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Liver Oil in the
world

withx Cod Liver Oil preparations
arc only cheap
out this trade-marImitation, many ol them containing
harmful drugs or alcohol Be SIRE
druggists
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PEOPLE
Coming Apportionment Will
Provide for House of Representatives of 435 Members.

PICKED UP

AÍ SEA

I

II

j

Mnrniu

Juuraiil Mpeeial

lUy Morning Journal gpeclul

Wire

Kansas City, Dec. 27. Women
here must muíale their hatpins or
liable
they will become la
to a fine of from $1 to $100.
Tha upper and lower houses of the
city council pussed the hatpin ordinThere was little obance tonight.
jection to it In either house. Most
of the aldermen who voted against
the measure tire bachelors. Mayor
Darius A. llrown hus snld he will sign
the ordinance.
The most cnthuslustic supporter of
the ordinance wus Alderman John
Ward, survivor of a collision with a
long pointed pin. He bears a scar as
proof of Ids troubles.
How the hatpins shall be muzzled
That
is not stated in the ordinance.
the women must figure out for themDr. C. A. Jackson, who Inselves.
troduced the ordinance,, said the pin
or the
points must be protected
"poor, helpless men will have to wear
screens over their faces.'' ,

ITALY

THREATENED

WITH GENERAL

Wirr

Washington, Dec. 27. The coming
congressional reapportionment will
provide for n total membership of 435
in the house of representatives, according to present Indications. This
would meun one member to every
21 1,700 of population.
Chairman Crumspacker of the house
committee on censu und his associates have been digesting the statistical calculations of the census bureau
to show the effect of various systems
of apportionment on the representation (f the different states. Of the
sixteen members of the committee
(deven
members are from slotos
which would lose one or more representatives if the present number of
members of the entire house Is main-

Montlni Jmirnal HpeHul I .etirij Vi ir!
Key West. Fin., Dee 27
The pilot
boat Nonparlel nrrlved at noon today
pnssouner
hrlmtinu:
loman Parker,
on the yurht I.ebra, which was wrecked Sunday nifclit un the northwest
Parker said that when the yacht
struck, the six occupants were caught
In the wrcckHve.
Cuptnin Ktutirt
1'ennett or New
Voih, a m.iKaiiae writer and owner
i.f the boat, and his wife
ere drownr the crew were rescued
ed. The,'
Monday
IVikr u.is sived early
1

Jet-lie-

v.

lo Parker Airs. Dennett
elutia l, tht- - botiom of the wrei kvó
yaeht lor lx hours btfore tb he.ivy
sens carried her iiiiii. Parker float.
e.l o h small key wlire he secured
a
Uir uhl. h h.id floated fioni the
urht He surte. out to se.i. he ilr.
dared, when early this morning an
unidentified boat
tthin ISO
scd
ysrds of him and retnr-erassistance.
Parker was badly bruised and exhausted when brought here and taken
to i be ildloney tioírititl.
i

..r iln

I
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STRIKE

GOOD THINGS

rU'Vi

lu

au.i a
buqucrque, N. Méx., 'pays:
half years ago 1 used Doan's Kidney
Pills ?nd was so pleased with the
benefit I obtained that I was glad to
publicly recommend them. In giving
this second statement,, it Is my desire
to show that I value this remedy as
highly as ever. I had such severe
pains across my loins and between
my shoulders that I was Inconvenienced in getting around. The contents of
one box of Doan's Kidney Pills relieved me so greatly that I could not do
otherwise than praise them."
For sale by all dealers. Price GO
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Mllbur- n
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name" Doan's and
take no other.

Mario in Oiovls. X. M.
1VoIi- - from the) Creamery to
us every day by Kx press

35c Tor Pound
ve lire exclusive
iiients for tills, tin? only cream-frKciueiiilKr,.

y

In New Mexico.
Special To soil r.ll odds and
inKml3 hi Cun Goods
ventory. All kinds of ( an Fruit
e

l,"x''or mu,
jK--

thousand railway employes of Italy
have completed the taking of a. referendum to determine what attitude
they will assume in order to bring
about' an amelioration of their conA great majority of the men
dition.
liiive voted In favor of a strike and a
"sabotago."
In France 'subOtago'1 indicates organized acts of violence, such as the
destruction of machinery or other
property In order to force the suspenAs adopted in Italy,
sion
probably tho word, means "to harness" the authorities In their attempts
to restore communication over railway lines, the employes of which are
on strike.
The authorities arc directing all
their efforts to the prevention of a
rallwuy strike which it Is feared tonight might result In a strike of the
employes of .all the public services.
The demand of the railway men is for
a wage, increase aggregating $ 8,000,
000, while the government is ready to
grunt tin increase of $4,000,000.
--

Angeles. Cal., Dec. 27. Eugene
listoppey, who Is attempting to run
1,000 miles In 1,000 hours at Venice,
showed the first signs of futlgue today. His face was pale and In a general wuy it was evident that tho long
strain of the hourly runs was commencing to tell on him. At 8 o'clock
tonight Kstoppey ran Ills 800th mile.
His schedule calls for making tho
mile Ne Year's eve. Since running 14 miles, Kstoppey has created
new records.
th

Is

weight producing, Indians addicted

to Its use become

very fot.

,

The liquor has the appeurance of
milky water and has a bad odor.
.

CORPORATION

TAX

!!.--

Mixed l'icklcs
Hulk SMi-c- t
Hulk Cliow Chow
Huk Dlcl.lcil Onions

POSTOFFICE

ilulk Sour l'icklcs.

AFTER YEARS OF

SUFFERING

.T

basis is
the annual report of the
third assistant postmaster general
mude public today. Though the expenditures for last year are still In excess of the receipts, there Is a marked
decrease in expenditures compared
with a yeur ago.
The total postal receipts for the
aggregated $224,-12flHcal year 1910
G57.
This Is un increase of
or 10.10 per cent, when
compared with those for tho preceding
denced

All kinds of fresh t licoe today
One do, different kinds

In Our Bakery

Department
Fresh Cakes Kvcry day.

Coffee,

l akes, t mammon i.uiis,

renin

Duffs, etc.
All special

ft

carefully

orders
I Hied.

at

Hot Rolls

In

The expenditures for lust year were
$229.877.224, an excess over receipts
To this should be
of Í3.84S.665.
added S32.9U, lost by burglary, fire,
making a total of
Files Brief in bad debts, aetc.,decrease
of Í11.59S.28S
to Test Con- when compared with the deficit of

Supreme Court
the fiscal year
of President
stitutionality
Táft's Pet Measure,

1909.

DISTRESSING TALE

By Morning Journal Special Leased Wlrel
Washington, Dec. 27. The legal

contest over the constitutionality of
the enrnoratlon tax was renewed to
day in tho supreme court of the
United States when lormer senator
Foraker of Ohio filed a brief attack
ing the law.
He Is expected to make an oral argument when the case comes before
the court for rehearing in January.
The brief submitted today follows
closely one prepared by him when
the. ensp wns first nrcaented.
It Is
argued that the tax Is laid neither
on tho corporation Itself and Its lran-chlsnor on Its business, but on the
entire n 't income. The wnator designates it as a "corporation Income
tax," nnd holds it is unconstitutional
for the same reasons that the income
tax was declared unconstitutional In

e,

181)5.

WOMAN LEPER OIES

c:mi.

o'Clock

11

JAFFA'S
I'HOXKS,

31-3- 2.

your.

LAW ATTACKED
Senator Foraker

r

ment on a

The iiquld is exclusively an Apache
Br Morning Journal Siieeisl Leased Wire
Koine, Dec. 27. .More than ninety beverage, and is very Intoxicating. It

dozen.

('milco Hros. Jams, 1 lb jars,
any flavor, 2.ic,
ISlsinaik Iroscrves, quart jars,
.,
i.(lt.
3 for
Just In: '

deter-mine- d

I

r

1.6."

Asparagus Tips, ' extra large
cans, extra good finality, 25c

RIGID

the Indian office

EAT

CL0VERDALE BUTTER

.

Ariz.

TO

Industry

today by the
was another cleun-'u- p
grand jury investigating tho charges
of franchise bribing in Adams county, nnd with this .. expectation of a
larger finding tomorrow. Judge Blair
tonight believes the indictments will
exceed In number his previous estimate of 1,000.
The grand Jury reported 122 indictments, and carefully revised figures
bringing the present total up to 747.
It Is expected that 145 more will be
returned tomorrow morning.
Of those arraigned today, sevently
pleaded guilty and four not guilty.
The usual fines and disfranchisement
were imposed on those confessing.
of those who have
Fully one-habeen before the court Feem to favor
religious teachings. His ad
the Investigation and openly declare sectarian
wag the feature of the two boh
dress
proper.
that it is
Wnirnn loads of voters arrived at siong held today.
the court house from nil parts of the
county. They hurried before Judge
guilty,
heard their
Blair, pleaded
ECONOMY 111
sentences and were disfranchised.
lf

GO

Help Develop Home

Employes of Railways Threatilly Morning Journal gprclal Leased Wlrel
Washington, Dec. 27. About 800
en to Quit and Government
Washington, Dec. 27. That Postof tiswin or tulapui, an Intoximaster
General Hitchcock is
Fears Action Will Result in gallons
by tho
cating drink manufactured
to put the postoffice departconfiscated
been
Indians,
has
Apache
Up
Public
Service.
of
Tie
eviby
at Fort Apache,

415 will solve the problem before the
house, that being llie least number
l4sed Wire
that will ave every state from any Illy Mnrulng Journal sieelal
Aiken, S. C. Dec. 27. After belnu
los In its delegation.
In ouaruntlne at her home In this city
for more than two yours, Miss Mary
DESPONDENT Y0UÑG GIRL
V. Kirk, a leper, died toduy.
leprosy in
Miss Kirk contracted
LEAPS TO DEATH IN WELL
liratll nineteen years ago while serving us a. Presbyterian missionary. Sin
Kansas City, Dec. 2". Despondent, had been treated by specialists of
reputation but was proit Is believed, because of 111 health. world-wid- e
years old. of nounced Incurable.
Miss I.illlan Hanson.
i 'sano City.
The fact that she wos a kper did
Kan., committer! suicide
here until two
by leaping Into a well here last night. not become known
years ago. When an uttcmpt was
Hi r body ins found todjy.
The girls skull was crushed when made to remove her to the pest house
This an injunction was yecured and the
It itrnck the wall of thP well.
Injury led to an unfounded suspicion case was bitterly fuughl In the courts
that Mis Hanson had been murdered. for more than a year. She never left
her own home.
New I'sprr for Vainillo.
ST.
a Suicide.
N.islivtlle,
Die.
Tenn..
The
lioisiiiilent
plant of the recently discontinued
Crete. Neb., Dec. ST. II. M. Well.
Know (Mr World has been purchased postmaster at Crete, former state
by Nashvtiu. parties nnd will be mo-e- d aior and for thirty years active n
to this city
hre it Is planned republican party councils, committed
t. establish a new dally paper. It was sii'ilde this afternoon.
was sixty-thre- e
Mr. Wells, who
reported that Oovomur
Patttrson.
who rttire from office In January, years old, has been despondent, llv
chief, but the was for many years editor of the Crete
would be th. editor-IVidettc,
soicruor today deuUd this.
n

(By Morning Journal gperial Leased Wire
West Union, O., Doc. 27. Thcro

GROCERY

Annual Report of Third Assistant Shows Decrease of Deficit of $11,598,288 ComOFFICERS CONFISCATE
pared With Last Year.
APACHE FIRE WATER

Disease
Dread
Contracted
While Working as Missionary
Passenger of III Fated Yacht tained.
World Famous
in Brazil;
It is likely thest. states will not only
Lebra, Tells of Death of ComFailed
to Save
Specialists
lie protected, but as Mr. Crumspacker
mander of Vessel and His nnd others believe, that an Increase to
'
Her.
lly

than the test of time? Thousands of
people testify that Doan's Kidney
Pills cure permanently.
Home endorsement should prove
undoubtedly the merit of this remedy.
Years ago your friends and neighbors
testified to the relief they had derived from tho use of Doan's Kidney
Pills. They now confirm their testimonials. They say time has completed the test.

XO LEGTSLATIVK IXQl'IKV
I.VTO WHOLESALE FKAVDS
Columbus, O., Dee. 27. Governor
Harmon tonight denied that he would
ask the legislature to Investigate tho
election frauds In Adams county.
He says he Is satisfied the investigation now being made will be thorough.

s

New

SURVIVOR OF WRECK

What could furnish stronger evidence of the efficiency of any remedy

STORY

IUllLLU

ATTEMPTING TO RUN
1000 MILES IN 1000 HOURS

EVERY 211,700

Orleans. Dec. 27. A new
steamship line between New Orleuns
and Colon, Panama, will be established by the California Atlantic Steamship compnny, uocordlnir to a teleu-riufrom the Han Francisco offices to I'.U
agent here today.
The first ship to arrive In New Or
Mateo, which
leans was the San
reached here sume days iiko.

Tlie 1'roof TliRt. Albuquerque Headers
Cannot Deny,

BARE SHAMEFUL

cn

The

THIS ISCERTAIN

Mrs. E. Adair, 817 S.

CONGRESSMAN

to Isthmus.

HASTEN TO

InCity Officials of Gary, Charged Fine of $1 to $100 Awaits Hundred and Twenty-Tw- o
dictments Returned YesterKansas City Woman Who
With Conspiracy to Prevent
'
day By Ohio Grand Jury InRegistration of Ballots Cast
Goes Abroad With Deadly
vestigating Corruption.
in November Election,
Stickers.

,

Xch- - Lino

i

BE

MUST

FELONY

n,

Plttclnirg, Pa.. Dec. 27. Twelve
days ago KItner Del swallowed twenty-seven
of mergrains of
cury, enough to kill 150 persons and
today he died. After the poison had
been taken a physician was summoned
and In a short time Dei was apparently us well as ever. Christmas eve
lie became ill and hia condition gradually grew worse.

j
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A

Scott's Emulsion

n

Iard

Wife.

lhitr(le-nvr-

ii
m

(lly .Morning J.mrnul 8reliit leased VVIre
Bury
Native Gary, Ind., Dec, 27. Charged with
Refusal to Help'
conspiracy to prevent a true register
Pauper, Alleged Pretext for of the ballots enst In tho election of
High Handed Deportation of November 8, Mayor Thomas E. Knotts
Chief of Police Martin and eight othTrio Is Report.
er officials of this city Were arrested
late today on Indictments by the
'illy MornlHg Journal Special
Wire J
Uiko county brand Jury. They were
A
apeclal
New Orleans, Dec. 2..
0
on bonds ranging from
released
dispatch to the Picayune from Tuerto
to td.OOO.
says
William
Har.
fortes, Honduras,
All the men are leading democrats.
her of Kentucky, and two other Amer. The republicans were victorious in
poby
Honduras
were
seized
leans,
this county at the election but Oary
lice und soldiers, thrown Into Ju.lt and wns carried bv the democrats. Elec
afterwhips,
with
brutally lashed
tion day here was marked by rioting
ward deported on the Honduran near
the polling places because or
fluatemalan
to
fftniboot Tatumbla
efforts were made w
territory, and landed penniless In tho hargeg that
voters.
Intimidate
forest.
Others indicted are Emmett N,
According: to an affidavit made by
president of the board of pubMurber und corroborated by witnesses, White,
safety;
Street Commissioner Pnt- lic
by
says,
was
lie
taken
dispatch
the
Captains
and Police
Flnnerty
rlck
while
police
Cortes
Puerto
at
the
Oustave Newman.
wnlklnw along the street und ordered Muleahy und exceotnon
of tho mayor
With th
to go with two other Americans, also
chanced, with
In custody, und bury u dead Hondurun and Flnnertv. ail are
attempting to Incite rlats or unlaw-- ,
pauper.
adItcfuHlng to do as he was told, Har- fully to enter election booths, In
to commit ft
bor, wii.i was foreman of a bridge dition to conspiracy
gang on the Honduras railroad, was felony.
taken to Jail surrounded by soldiers
with fixed bayonets, beaten over the NATIONAL PRESS CLUB
head with clubs and lashed with
ELECTS ITS OFFICERS
whips, tho other two Americans being treated likewise and the three
were then taken to the Tatumblu und
Washington. Dec. 27. The Natransported to Guatemalan territory
and net down In a woods without food tional Press club of Washington held
Its annual election of officers today
or money.
Ilarber returned, according to the with tho following Jesuit:
President Arthur J. Dodge, of the
dispatch to Honduras, and was arrested on a charge of refusing to bury Minneapolis Tribune.
Frederick J. Hat-kithe dead, and kept in Jail twenty-fiv- e
being
finally released
of the Ilnskln Hyndlcnte.
days,
Italph Graves, WashHecrotury
tlnoiiuh tho efforts of friends. The
mimes of the other two Amerlcuns are ington Post.
not given.
Trensurer O, A. I.yon, Jr., Washington Star,
T.
NOW
Secretary Arthur
IIOMM.A nHIK!
Financial
M 1111)1 1 1 1) I'OIt NKW YKWt Johnson, Kooky Mountain News, DenNew Orleans, Pec. 27. New Year1
ver, Colo.
day Is the date set for tho uprising
Members of the board cf governors
Davlla,"
government In
against the
Frank II. Ixml, of the Philadelphia
Honduras by the followers of llenera Evening Hiilletln, and John I.
Manuel Bontllu, according to rumors
chief of the Washington stulV of
current hero tonight, based upon the tho Associated Prepa.
word of men close to Central American circles In New Orleans.
OIL DRILLER BLOWN TO
It Is believed both General IJon-lll- a
who
und General Lee Christmas,
ATOMS BY DEADLY NITRO
disappeared from New Orleans tl'
on
sailed,
are
(lay after the Hornet
their way to Central American
Washington, Pa., Deo. Ü7. William
waters.
C. Malonoy was about to shoot an oil
uttcmpt
not
they
will
It is tought
well In Cross Creek township today
to Join the Hornet, but will land somewhen he complained that the nitroof
Honduras
where along the border
glycerine was too thick, lie placed
and immediately a. general uprising the explosive In a barrel of hot watconIn
to
act
will follow, the Hornet
er and was completing preparations
with the land movement.
for the shot when the churlo explodref2.000
fully
It Is claimed that
ed. Muloney was blown to pieces and
ugees from Honduras now In Nicar
of the well wus wrecked.
agua, together with many exiles In the derrick
make
to
ready
are
countries,
other
their way to the front ftnd rally
II
about the Honilla standard,
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GEOLOGISTS COMPLAIN
OF HIGH FREIGHT RATE

SEE THAT

sF"

FOB

One of the enrly callers, a patrol
driver at the Harrison street police
brought a kIkutIr fronv the
station,
a manisaleswomen by exehanirlntr
cura set his best glii hail given him
TOOK POISON ENOUGH TO
lor a currycomb and brunli.
.
KILL 150 AND DIED

Tilce,

m m

.

chant.

N.

m
u

i
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POLICE OAtíGEROUS HftT Pill VOTERS

I

Chicago, teo. 27. This wag "exchange day" at the blue department
stores, the day .on which rhrlstnuis
present not appropriate were exchanged for articles mor aultulile.
the store
Kroni past experience
munager anticipated a rushinff business and they were not disappointed.
"About ten per cent of the Christmas
precinta are brought buck for exchange," suld one State street mer-

W.

ALBUQUEBQUE MORNWG

EXPLIHHITIOIIS''"

AMERICANS BRUTALLY
BEATEN AND IMPRISONED
has

Ho-bi-

THE

;

liabili-

liu

nnd
ties, now owes $r.0,000
n
agulnst St bond and Mock In the
concerns, whom- vsliw In Approxu
net
Thin
105,000.
imately
nhrlnkage of about IISS.OOO, to he
reduced oí eourse, by the ultimate returns, from the Itobln

ttention

.

OF

DESTITUTION

AI D SUFFERING

Washington. Pa.. Dec. IT. Snow
brought, Into service when the water
supply failed., saved the residence f
I. II. Itamsey here today when fa-started in a warehouse nearby.
Xeighboiing farmers were ca 'e.l
over the rural telephone and almost
three score volunteer fire fighters
subdued the flumes with large sno-balls and buckets of snow throw n on
j

the flames.

Southern Kdiunlorn.
t'hattanooga, Tenn.. lJc. 27. iiiJ
twenty-firs- t
annual session of t:'e
Southern Educational association
)
vened here today with nearly
thousand members present.'
Dr. D. B. Johnson, president, in bis
annual address tonight said that ihe
schools were for the material nihf-in- g
of th. child as well as for mental
training, and strongly favored bou- -

.
;
examined.
This committee has also institu
proceedings otking that a receiver
appointed, alleging mismanagement

tw t

YOUTH ACCIDENTALLY
SLAIN BY OWN FATHS
Greensboro, Jí. C, Dec. 27. Fi
Ward, 15 years' old, was instan
killed when a shotgun In the hai
of his father, Kichard Ward, was
cidentnlly discharged.
The father and son were squii
hunting and while the father v
knocking a hollow tree with the p
stock. ithe weanon was discharged, i
entire load pussing through t'ie lie
of the boy.
i

Priests Bring Word of Forty or Trv a Journal Want Ad: Resulf
Fifty Families Starving in
Ohio Quarry Villages; Salva
tion Army to Rescue,
IBy Morning ilourunl Special

Lued ttlrel

Sandusky, Ohio, Dec. 27. Clothed
rags and living in wretched hovels,
destitute of food and fuel, forty to
fifty families, including nearly two
hundred children, are reported to be
In dunger of starvation in the stone
quarry districts near here. They are
the wives and children of qunrrymen
for
who huve been out of work
months.
The Hev. Father Kerze and the Kev.
Father Wagner, pastors of the Cathand
olic churches at .Marblehcad
Kelly's IMand, arrived here this aftThey
ernoon with an appeal for aid.
declured that if help was not forthcoming, tho families of the quarry-me- n
must die. The clergymen told
stories of women and children tramp,
ing barefoot, over snow und ice in
search of food.
The Salvation Army Is nrranging
to dispatch wagonloads of supplies tomorrow.

MALOY'S

.

111

The feature of the tax. which provides for publicity of the returns on
which the tax is ascertained, is attacked, despite the amendment last
summer after the corporation tax
case liad been argued the first time.
This amendment provided that the returns should be mude public, only
under rules and regulations prescribed
by the secretary of the treasury and
approved by the president. .These
rules and regulations finally promulgated, provided for restrictions on
publicity In certain respects, but left
open for inspection the returns of
whnso stock was listed upon
a stock exchange or advertised in the
press or offered for sale to the puoilc
by the corporation.
Senator Foraker urgues that this
leaves the private atrairs of these
enrooratloiis oDeli to Inspection of a
competitor or an enemy in business,
much to the detriment of such cor MISSISSIPPI PLANTERS
porations.
MURDERED FROM AMBUSH

VOLUNTEERS SUBDUE
FIRE WITH SNOW BALLS

books in New Jersey and allow th

Clarksdule,

Miss., Dec. 27.

Negroes

fired from ambush and killed W. W.
Kirk, u plantation manager and his
cousin. J. D. Iteese.
and seriousily
wounded John Holt near Fluhugh,
Miss., yesterday.
Three tenarta are
suspected and a posse Is searching for
them.
Hearing that three ne?.-oe- i
intend
farm
ed leaving the plantation, takii-implements with them, tho three
white men started to Investigate. The
shooting followed.

Sole Agents

Club'House

Brand
Canned Goods

k J.

iVZaloy

214 CENTRAL AVE.
Phone 72.
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Action
Camden. X. J., Dec.
as postopend here today by vice
Chancellor Learning for the month on
the application of a stockholders'
committee of tne American Milling
company, which Is seeking to compel
the board of directors to produce the
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trons were' dismissed and announce
ment ot a postponement of the
was made from the stngi.
According to physicians, Mr. Worth.
Ing's death was due entirely to the
breaking of a pulmonary artery.
He was 41 years old and a native
of Scotland.
For years he has been
affected with tuberculosis. Ho had
walked from his hotel, apparently In
hl usual health.

GOMMERCIAL

TO INVESTIGATE
GONDII

TWO BOYS STEAL $1000 '
FROM THEATER BOX OFFICE

ject is said to bo "the betterment of
RACE RESULTS
all trotting interests whether track
managers, owners or trainers."
At Emeryville.
Mr. Devereaux also issued a call for
Tulsa,
Dec. 27. Entering tho
Oakland, Cal., Dec. 27. In winning the annual meeting of stewards of the box officeOkla.,
or the Grand Opora
the third race at Emeryville today Grand Circuit to be held in Buffalo, tonight during a performance, house
two
Raleigh lowered the track record for January 10.
youth stole approximately $1,000.
a mile and twenty yards, covering the
They escaped, It Is thought, on a
distance in 1:40. The previous mark NEWSPAPER CROOK .
northbound train.
Raleigh carried 114
was 1:40
The robbers appeared In the office
RULED OFF TURF while W. A. Stuart, manager
pounds. Resulte:
of the
First race, futurity course; Green
theater, was making a financial set;
Dubsecond
won;
Rock,
Dutch
Jlse
tlement with the manager of the comJacksonville, Fla., Dec. 27. Bert F. pany. The robbers grabbed the money
lin Minstrel, third. Time 1:05
Second rnce, six furlongs: Gramer-cy- , Collier, a Chicago newspaper corre and quickly escaped.
won; Frank a. Hogan, second; spondent, was today ruled off the
Men In automobiles pursued the
turf for alleged extortion of money thieves, for a time, but finally, losing
Branton, third. Time 1:1S.
1909-1twenty
0
yards:
racing
season
here
race,
mile and
in the
Third
trace of them, abandoned tho chase.
Raleigh won; Bonnie ' Bard, second; from R. p. Williams, a prominent
Time,
1:40.
owner.
horse
Eddie Graney, third.
SECRET SERVICE RAIDS
Today's action was taken by the
Fourth race, 6 2 furlongs: Phil
club
Jockey
second;
DEN 0FC0UNTERFEITERS
of
stewards
the Southern
Mohr won; Likely Dleudonne,
at their meeting.
Marchmont, third. Time, 1:19
It Is alleged In affidavits preFifth race, mile and an eighth:
that CoNew York, Dec. 27. Secret serNebulosus won; Sir Wesley, second; sented by several horsemen
llier in return for moneys accepted vice agents In Brooklyn tonight raidCaptain Burnett, third. Time 1:53
prom
wagers
placed
him,
for
ed what they described as a complete
Sixth race, six furlongs: Sir Fret- and for
the support of the newspaper counterfeiters' plant, made two arful won; Llzaro, second; Hannah ised
Inwas
he
connected.
with which
rests and confiscated a bag of counLouise, third. Time 1:13
stead of continuing the publication terfeit quarters weighing 125 pounds.
preIs
alleged,
had,
it
of articles ha
They found plaster moulds and partly
At Jacksonville.
Jacksonville, Fla., Dec. 27. Jack ciously contributed in which he at- finished dies.
toof
tacked Williams and his method
The prisoners are Frnnk Rtlelberg
Parker, well played second choice
and John Droos, both Russians, who
day captured the fourth race, a han- racing horses. not appear at
hearthe
Collier did
have been In this country only nine
dicap at 6 furlongs, by a length from
The stewards an- months. The totul vnlue of the seiz
Hoffman, who beat Racquet a neck ing of the charges.
copies
which
ruling,
of
nounced the
ure is estimated at $6,000.
for the place. The favorite, Mexona, will
be sent to all the turf governing
quit In the stretch. Summary:
furlongs: The bodies in America.
First race, 6 2
Whip won; White Wool, second; Red
SON DESCRIBES
THRILLING GLIDE
Rob, third. Time, 1:08
May
Amefurlongs:
7
Second race,
IN DISABLED MACHINE
lia won; Oakhurst, second; Billy
1:29.
third. Time,
HIS IDEAL OF
Third race, mile: Golden Oak won;
New Orleans, Dec. 27. Spiral glidEastern Star, second; Ltmpit, third. ing from an altitude of almost 9,000
Time, 1:43
a dead
furlongs: Jack Par- feet with a frozen carbuter, from
Fourth race,
his
engine and blown five miles
STATESMAN
ker won; Hoffman, second; Racquet, course by a forty mile an hour wind,
third. Time, 1:13
within
swept
down
to
B.
Molsant
John
Fifth race, 6 furlongs: Smoker twenty feet of the ground at 100 miles
won; Parkview, second; Ida D., third. an
hour this afternoon nt the aviaTime, 1:14.
Must Be Guide, Comrade,
tion field.
Sixth race, mile and sixteenth: Sou
His engine thawed in the warmer '
won; Falcada, second;; Canoplon, levely
Mentor, Servant and Friend of
only In time to allow him ra
third. Time, 1:49
start his propellers and thread a peril
All Mankind, Says New Jerous passage from among the trees
At Pcnwacola.
place.
landing
a
to
sey
Governor.
finPensaloca, Fla., Dec. 27 Close
the
Afolsant's altitude established
ishes came with the running of all
record for the New Orleans meet, so
furnishthe races this afternoon and
far, the figures being given as 8,038 By Horning Journal Speclnl I.ad Wlrel
sized
good
a
sport
for
splendid
ed
;
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 27. Governor-eleattendance. Most of the winners had feet.
Despite his narrow escape, Molsant
Woodrow Wilson of New Jersupport.
generous
a
in his Blerlot shortly after- sey declared tonight before the Amer.
ascended
Bert
furlongs:
2
4
race,
First
tb.u
Virsaln, second; Uncle wards in the teeth of the wind which lean Home Economic association
Mont won;
was then blowing thirty miles an hour a partnership between the statesman
Time, 1:00.
. Jim, third.
flight.
and the student of political science is
Second race, 6 furlongs: Shepherd's and made a second
Rene Simon made two flights of entirely feasible. He said that he realSong won; Virginia Lindsey, second;
ized that this often had not been the
about eight minutes each.
Rublola, third. Time, 1:22
case heretofore.
Don
furlongs:
6
race,
Third
Wrights Denied Injunction.
"I do not mean," he said, "that the
secB.
won;
Swanner.
J.
Hamilton
New York, Dec. 27. The appKoi-tlo- n statesman must have a body of ex
1:22.
Time,
Osniaii,
third.
ond;
of the Wright company for an perts 1 hla elbow. .He cannot have.
Fourth race, 5 furlongs: Lord Injunction
cor- I mean merely that the man who has
preventing the Af-rsecond;
Baggley,
won;
Blair
Wells
poration, which managed the rawnt the tine, the discrimination tnd the
1:07
Time.
third.
Chenault,
international aviation meet u Bel- sagacity to collect and comprehend
Fifth race, 6 furlongs: Clysmlc, mont park, from distributing the the principal facts, and the man H'ho
Time,
third.
Dunstan,
second; St.
funds In its possession until a claim must act upon them, must draw near
1:21.
against the Wright company hid been to one another and feel that they ere
C.
Castle
lden
race,
mllé:
Sixth
decided, wag denied today by Judce engaged in a common enterprise."
Neoskaleeta,
second;
won; Sandlver,
Dr. Wilson's subject wns, "The Law
Page in the state supreme court.
third. Time, 1:50.
and Ihe Facts." Describing whit he
Referee Stops Bout.
called a "real statesman," ha said:
Fond du Lac, Wis., Dec. 27. The
"Your real Btatcman Is, first of all
MANHATTAN TEAM LEADS
fight between Tommy Dougherty and and chief of all, a great human be
IN REVOLVER SHOOTING Frankie Conley was stopped at the ing with an eye for all the great field
end of the eight round tonight, when upon which man, like myself, strug
Dougherty was compelled to retire with gle, with unflagging, pathetic .hope,
Springfield, Mass., Dec. 27. Unof- a wrenched shoulder.
toward better things.
Dougherty wanted to continue, but
"He Is a man big enough to think
ficial returns from the first round In
the Indoor league matches of the Bob Fitzslmmons, former champion, In the terms of what others than
United States Revolver association who was referee, refused to allow it. himself are striving for and living for
leading and and seeking- Rtcadfastly to keep in
Conley did all the
were announced today by Secretary-TreasurAxtell of this city. The time and again drove Dougherty to heart until they get. He Is a guide,
Manhattan Revolver club of New York th ropes, but was unable to finish comrade, a mentor, a servant, a friend
,
of mankind."
shot the highest score of the round hia man.
Dr. Wilson indicated his attitude
and the St. LoiIa and Smith & Westoward business.
d
Go.
son of Springfield were tied for secLou Ruddy Wins
"Business is no longer in any
Cleveland, Dec. 27. Lou Ruddy of
ond place. The scoreB:
Manhattan, N. Y., 1,108.
defeated proper sense a private matter," he
Cleveland, middleweight,
Johnny O'Keefe of Denver here to- said. "It is pursued by great com
St. Louis, 1,081.
night in a
Smith ' & Wesson, Springfield,
battle. Ruddy pany, by great corporations, which
had the better of the fight through- exist only by express license of law
and for the convenience of society
out.
National Capitol, 1,058.
Kid Williams of and which are themselves, as It were,
In the
Newark, 1,055.
Cleveland, had the better of Matt little segments of society.
Seattle, 1,051.
"Business must be looked upon, not
Brock, also of this city.
Spokane, 1.051.
as the exploitation of society, not as
Century, 1,049.
its use for private ends, but as its
Boston, 1,04.
sober service; and private profit must
Shell Mound, 1,017.
be regarded as legitimate only when
Philadelphia, 1,015.
It is In fact a reward for what is
Oakland, 999.
serviceable to
veritable serviceable
Willow, 1,026.
Interests which are not single, but
Louisville, Ky., 968.
(
common as fur as they go; and poliBOUTS BARRED
Culerba, Panama, 8G3.
tics muBt be the dlsrovery of this comMile Standish, Portland, 961.
mon interest in order that the service
Columbus, O., 958.
may be tested and exacted."
Youngstown, O., 9S1.
Dr. Wilson referred to the national
Duluth, Minn., 943.
CHICAGO
tariff commission for a scientific revision of the tariff system, as furAEROPLANE RACES
nishing "light without heat" on the
subject.
AT LOS ANGELES MEET
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Mayor Busse Declines to PerFor Advancement of Science.
Minneapolis, Dec. 27. The
mit Famous Fighters to Hold
Aviation Field, Los Angeles, Dec.
annual convention of the
27. Aeroplane racing, probably the
Benefit for Firemen's Relief American Association for the Admost thrillnlg of all aerial sports,
vancement of Hcience began here this
sixty-secon-

Eugene
Curtiss
racer, started
from scratch with
"Baby-WrigPhillip O. Parmalee In the
and defeated him by nearly
half a mile in 8 4 miles contest. The
race was a feature of a rather dull
day. The aviators sped over the
course in a
breeie. Ely's
or approximately
time was 10:05
62 miles an hour.
Parmalee was so
far outdistanced that his time was
not taken by the judges. Ely's tima
around the track of approximately
1 4
miles was as follows:
econd. í:01
First lap, 2:02
fifth.
third. 2:01
fourth, 2:00
1:59
This was much slower than
that of Ely in a speed test earlier In
the day. In this test he went once
or about
around the track In 1:58
69 miles an hour.
This Is a record
for the field.
was initiated
Ely, In a

here

today.
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CALL ISSUED FOR
TURF CONVENTION
Cleveland.

Ohio,

Devereaux.' president

Circuit, today lasued

Dec. 27.

H. K.

of the Grand

a call for a

na-

tional convention of all horsemen to
meet in Buffalo, January 9. The ob

Fund,

d

evening, the feature being an address
Dr. David Starr Jordan, presiof Leland Stanford university,
dent
Hprrial
By Morning Journal
laed Wlrl
on "The Making of A Darwin."
toChicago, Dec. 27. Mayor Busse
day refused to permit the staging of
LOCAL AND PERSONAL
boxing bouts for the benefit of firemen's relief fund. President Everett
asC. Brown of the Chicugo Athletic
Ther will be an Important meeting
sociation had arranged for the use
the of the Women's Catholic Order of
of the horse show pavilion atguarForesters, In K. C. hall at 8 o'clock
stock yards and said he would
antee $25,000 for the firemen's fund tonight. Urgent business will be
brought before the meeting and every
if given permission to hold bouts.
fighters. Including Jack member is requested to be present.
Several
Johnson and Packer McFarland had
Mai Lew. of Lew Brothers, stock
volunteered their servlcei to aid the and hnnri brokers of Denver, is in the
benefit. Boxing exhibitions have not city on a brief business visit. Mr.
been permitted in Chicago for sever- Levy, with hig brother Sam, were in
al years.
iha hrokerae, business In Albuquer
'
.
que several years ago, removing from
here to Denver.
ACTOR DIES SUDDENLY
Felix Martines, a nromlnent eltlsen
THEATER
OF
STAGE
ON
of El Pnso, is In Albuquerque on a
brief business visit, in connection wun
local enterprises.
his
be27.
Just
Detroit, Mich., Dec.
D Hand snd brother. T. W.
J
v
as
fore the curtain of a theater here
Hand, are here from Las Alamos, N.
to rise tonight, Frank Worthing, lendmatters.
ing man with Grace George, was M., attending to business
stricken with a hemorrhage and fled
a few minutes later.
Try a Morning Journal Want Ad
The house was crowded. The pa
by

GLUB
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COMMITTEE OF FIVE TO
MAKE A DETAILED REPORT

Robert Smart Defends His
Position last Night and
Points Way to "An Albuquerque Healthful." '

Dr,

The first actual ttep to correct Irregular health conditions which are
nlleged to exist In Albuquerque and
Immediate vicinity, recently brought
forcibly to the attention of the public in several article written by Dr.
Robert Smart, was taken at a well
attended meeting of the Commercial
club last night when a resolution was
adopted by unanimous consent providing that - committee ot five club
members be appointed to look into
sanitary and health matters, and
make a report containing such suggestions as the committee may deem
advisable.
The resolution was adopted after
the health end sanitary conditions of
Albuquerque had been discussed for
three hours. Dr. Robert Smart. Felix
H. Lester and City Physician 8. L.
Burton being among those who took
a prominent part In the discussion.
Dr. Smart read a lengthy paper,
in which he defended the position he
hud taken with reference to correcting health, conditions In Albuquerque.
In addition; to quoting figures and.
stating what he declared to be actual
and absolute facts, Dr. Smart demonstrated by the use of a map of the
and
city, the manner of infection,
pointed out the sections of the town
in which scarlet fever, diphtheria and
typhoid fever had existed and exist
at the present time. Dr. Smart said
that he had been criticised because
he had undertuken to Indicate to the
people of Albuquerque and the mem
bers of the board of health, that the
city Is not ai healthful us It might be,
He declared that he was not criticis
ing any one man or any set of men.
He believed that certain things had
been done with reference to stamping
out contagious diseases, but THAT
THE EFFORTS HAD BEEN MISDIBEEN
RECTED AND HAD NOT
RESULTS
FRUITFUL OF THH
WHICH MIGHT HAVE BEEN OB
TAINED WERE THE EFFORTS
EXTENDED IN THE RIGHT DIDr. Smart said that he
RECTION.
could illustrate his position In the
matter by saying that if a man went
to a nhvsielan with the boil on tne
back of his neck, the surgeon would
i,
rnmiiroil to use ii knife on the
boil, and hurt the man, to remov
the pus. But In hurling the man
good Is done and the result Is good
And so. Dr. Smart Biiicl, it is vmn a
buquerque. "There are common
here." he said, "which can be cor
rected. It may hurt some one to cor
rect them, but in the end it will pay
and uav well."
Refor the resolution had been
voted upon asking for the appoint
ment of a committee of live to inves
tieate conditions and report sugges
tlons. Mayor Felix H. Lester made a
few .remarks in which lie caneo in
tention to the tact that the city rf Al
buuueraue is not In a position unan
ciallv to carry out any extensive sug
gestiona which may be made by the
Mr. Lester said that he
nf.mmlttn
was in favor of doing everything pos
sible to correct unsanitary conditions,
it they exist, but believed that the
practical side of the matter should
also be looked into. The mayor called the attention of tho club to the
fact that many of the contagious disease cases attributed to Albuquerque
are in reality outside of the city lim
i-

:

28, 1910.

Secretary Naylori of the Commercial
olüb read a report which he had prepared from the records of the office
of the city clerk, as to the number of
and cause of deaths during, the past
several years. Mr. Naylon, In his report,' takes Into consideration all the
deaths reported to the city by undertakers at tho time they make request
for a burial permit. He also gives
the time of approximate residence of
persons who died In this city and vicinity. The actual deaths among people of this city during 180B, according to Mr. Naylon's report, were Hi-Othese 108 died from tuberculosis,
leaving the actual deaths among residents of Albuquerque, 140.
.Mr. Naylon's report Is us follows:
After reading In the Morning
Journal an article setting forth the
enormous death rate in this city,
compared with other titles and wth
thi whole United States, oill.id upon
the city clerk nnd was permitted ti
Investigate
the reports of the city
physicians ns regards the number of
deaths, causes, etc.
The reports covering the two years
beginning April 14, 1906, and ending
April 14, 1908, were the only reports
on file write n gave mo numner ai
deaths, causes, etc.
From April 14. 1 906. to April 14.
1907, there were S08 deaths from all
sources in this city. Two hundred of
these deaths were among those who
came here for their health or brought
to our hospitals. One hundred Bnd
sixty-eigactual deaths among resi
dents. Five deaths from typhoid
fever, two deaths from diphtheria,
one death from scarlet fever. Total,
eight deaths from typhoid fever, diph
theria and scarlet fever. Total twen
ty deaths from accidents or two and
one-haas many deaths from acci
dents as from diphtheria, typhoid and
scarlet.
From April 14, 1907, to April 14,
1908, reports show:
deaths
Three hundred nlncty-sl- x
from all sources. Two hundred and
among
were
thirty-si- x
of these deaths
those who came here with tubercubrought
to our hospitals. One
losis or
hundred and sixty actual deaths
among residents.
Seven deaths from typhoid fever,
two deaths from diphtheria; no deaths
from scarlet fever. Total, nine deaths
from typhoid fever, diphtheria and
scarlet fever.
Total deaths from accidents, twenty-nine,
or three times ng many as
from diphtheria, typhoid and scarlet
1

ht

lf

fevers.

'

The death record for 1909 In the
city physician's office shows 40 certificates issued:
Deduct as Follows.
Died oütHlde of ctty, burled out- side of city In San Joso and
other cemeteries. Some shipped.
All of them handled by local
33
undertakers
Died outside of city and brought
here for burial In Fuirvlew and
67
Santa Barbara cemeteries
Brought from outside of city to
St. Joseph's sanitarium, Santa
Fe hospital and other local
places for treatment, death resulting shortly afterwards .... 49
None of the above Includes tuner-cule- r
Died

cases.
of tuberculosis

city
Total deductions

outside of

22

lfll

completed jear Of our present era.
The figures given In this article
were taken by me from the record
In Doctor Burton's ol'ilce.
If the
records are correct then my figures
are also correct.
This article bus created much discussion, the general tenor of which Is
that I have misrepresented facts cither wilfully or through Ignorance.
Only one person, however, has attempted to show that my figure arc
wrong and UiW attempt would be extremely funny, were It nut for the
fa'.-- t
that it I nnd to witness, in our
community, the exhibition of so much
Ignorance upon a subject of so much
Imperta nee,
The characterization of my denunciation by "The New Mexico State
Democrat" Is a fair sampi" of nil
Instead of going
other criticisms.
to the health office to find out If my
reports were true, Col. Albright loses
a day In lamenting that tils paper

"

consumption outside city
ritw dRftth record shows deaths from
o
consumption in city

will be grnti.rul to you
for letting them know that
Tlllrt TIIRVri'.H
Will Offer a
NOTABU!'. lK01CCTTO:y
Of Eugene Walter's Play of
Real IV f'

Who
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n
m

l
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applauded by
MILLION. FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND PERSONS
as the most popular play of
thH American Stage.
Record Run of Two Years In
New York.
To be presented hero with
Specially Selected Cast. Compute scenic production.
Rent 1 Vrf orina uci of This Crie
bralcd I'lay Kvcr tilven.
ISIvXTS AT M VTSON'S.
Salo Opens Dot". 2H.
F.uthuHUii'tlc.ully

TWO

that the author of the article could
not make a noise like a politician If
he tried his best for a hundred yrara.

The Uernullllo County Medical Society met utul threw Itself Into the
breach; appointed n committee of
three members to write, an open letter to the papers, branding the thing
as falso from top to bottom. I was
not able to attend the meeting or the
society, but I telephoned one or Its
members, stating thnt I had written
the article nnd that If any notion was
taken by the society as a whole,
would be have the society call tne up
that I might appear In defense of my
figures. This mesrngd was delivered
the society, but they preferred to
write their loiter without any Interference on my part.
It took me several days to go over
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venrilimvn
tne death records and tabulate the
SOI n RV IWIufilSTS FVFRVH'HFliF
figures that I used. I wished to' be
Biire o' my grounds
The committee of the County Medi- Safety
cal society was able to disprove all
of my work in about fifteen minutes, ,WadeSharperThan
"a Pull Murnr hitm roahnnMiDM bf u - m
without looking at a record.
One doctor has told me since, that
txtijw! , mxi uta uoaaii. vu.ixa ft. .,
!
rputirtMutiMrv. tiMMiuMrMi
It would have been better policy for
KEENF.UT.E CO.,
deliberated
to
have
KnmiIi I
this committee
twenty-fou- r
hours, for the sake of appatrons leave blades
Aiuuqucrque
pearances, even if they didn't look up
with Williams Drug Co., 117 VV. CenCol,
6,
i.
tral avenue.
Continued on Itigo

'P

Razor BladesOl
New2w
'7"'i

JM

Christmas and New Year
Holiday Rates

deaths among people of
249
this city
Deduct deaths within city from
tuberculosis
(All but one of 108 had lived here
less than ten years and ail but eleven
of said 108 had lived here less than
five years.)
Actual deaths among residents
of this city, excluding deaths 140
resulting from tuberculosis ..

years.
nud uveu
Twelve of said thirty
hero but one year or less.
City death record shows deaths from

DEC EMBER 30,

could not be published dully so that
he could crush the Infamous liar with
one scratch of his fucile pen. Some
humorously suggested that tho Colons! might lu'.ve gotten out an "extra"
or his value lie paper. The "piece de
that a
resistance" of this article
typographical error wni discovered
In the Morning Journal article.
hm Veen nun-pe- n
The Tribune-Citizet, but has nuidu no attempt to disprove anything that was r.talcd by inc.
On the contrary. It began to make
capital of the fact, that the article
was written by some polHIcli.n who
was attacking the democratic powers.

Aetunl

deaths
Twenty-fiv- e
of the 140
among residents were children less
than one year old.
Thirty more of tho 140 deaths
among residents were umoim
coming here within tho past five

ELKS THEATER

VIA

aaSMSi

Ttit

d
Fare and
for the round trip to all points with- in the state and to El Paso, Texas. Tickets on sale Dec.
23, 24, 25, 26, 30 and 31st and January 1st and 2d.
Final return limit, January 3rd. For further information
call on or address.
J. P. JOHNSON, Agent.
one-thir-

its.

I30
Tnlnl
nnioricnii
Dr de la Vergne, who has an exANTHRACITE 111
21
61
"The Onlf Good
tonaivA nrHctlce In outside precincts, Mva.i In .lv 1 month or less....
Cerrillos Lump
I
less
I11
or
cltv three month
Gallup Lump"
omcinm T.tvKñ
I 1
MILLWOOD
f
f
said tnht the county neaitn
u
.
1
month)
(but over
KIXDMJÍUB
Phone fit
are not as vigilant by any means
less
or
en
eight
months
T.lvoil In citv
matter oi
"Not A Cliap Coal at a Cheap Price."
thv hnuld he. in thoand
1
3
months)
stamping
(but over
forcing quarantines
"Bui the Best Coal at a Fair lárice."
Dr. de la Totnl lived in city less than 8
CORK
diseases.
.
LIME
BRICK
months (over
Vergne said that tuberculosis, which
8
Inmonths but
Lived in city over
was unknown to the Mexicans and
less than 12 months
dians until the coming of the white
Lived in city over 12 months
man, is slowly nnd fatally gripping
10
,Me
mai
declaren
but less than 2 years
Indian.
the native
Lived In city over 2 years nut
hIvp contract the disease De
th
111!
7
..ll.,nn,ia
less than 3 years
cause tne gpiwing mum
( Incorporated )
over 3 yenrs but
equally Important health laws are not Lived In city
B
G
years
less than
rigidly enforced within the city lim
years but
Lived in cltv over
its.
10
less than 10 years
The resolution calling for tne apto
1
pointment of a committee of five to Lived In city over ten years.
Investigate conditions end report
108
Navajo Blankets, Pinon Nuts, Beans, Cliili, Totatocs and
Total
the club mas finally auopiea wiwiom
Ttecord ig of year 1909.
Other Native Products
a dissenting vote. President Schwent-ke- r
T. J. NAYt.ON,
announced that he would appoint
Albthe committee after he had given the Scretnry, Commercial Club.
Houses at East Lbs Vega, N. M.j Albuquerque. N. M.; Tucumcart
querque.
matter some thought, as he wisneoIt
N. M.; PacoB, N. M.; Logan, N. M., nd Trinidad. Colo
The report by Dr. Smart reol
to appoint men who would look at
n a nractlcal light, as suggesieu i.j night Is given In full herewith:
Mavor Lester, and for the best In Mr. President and Oentlemen of the
Club:
terest of everybody concernen.
The other day I received a Christ
Citv Fhyaiclnn H. L. Burton re
atported to the club that he had or- mas present. A beautifully bound vol-by
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
ume "The Following of Christ."
tempted to enforce the spitting
to
I happened
dinance, but lntlmnted that he hod Thomas of Kempls.
Capital and Surplus, $100,000
XLVII.
not been given all the assistance or open this book at Chapter
ALLOWED ON SAVINGS
backing up" he needed In this di The first words I read were: "Son,
which thou hast unrection, the person arrested generally let not the labors
nclhAinir either warned not to repeat me dertaken for my sake crush thee,
her let tribulations, from whatever
offense, or if fined, the fine suspend
ed. Dr. Burton also stated mai ne source, cast thee down.
library,
These words were a source of great
hud fumigated the public
V
stato tne In my endeavor
encouragement
Fe
Santa
the
notified
hnd
and
dang
2IKUMMI. 00
well
your
AM)
the
as
attention
bring
club
to
CAPITAL
to
Commercial
the
and
tion
Officer and DIrtMlori:
as other buildings In which public ers to which Albuquerque Is exposed
n. M. MERRITV
W. S. PTRICKLEH
cuspidors are located, to observe the from the lack of the first principles BOLOMON LUNA,
Ant Caatiler
and Caphler
Prtsldant
sanitary conditions required by the of practical, applied sanitation.
FRAXK A. HURBEU
In an article published by the Jour J. C. BALDRIDQU
II. it. DOL'OHLKTT
city.
WM. McINTOSH
caused nal last week, I compared Albuquer H. W. KELLT
A. M. BLACK WELL
Attorney Julius Stanb
laughter when he said that the pub- que's death rate for 190 with the
6ÜSS
lication of articles by Dr. Smart had records of seveial other places in the
already resulted in activity on the United StateB, and with the general
part of the health officers, remind- average for the country Itself. These
ing Dr. Burton that Dr. Smart had places were not selected for their
been arrested soon after the publica- cleanliness, as several of them ran
tion of tht articles in question, on a Albuquerque a very close race for
charge of not complying with a cer- booby honors. The year 1909 was seN.
was
tain health law relative to the report lected, not that Albuquerque
more dirty that year than In former
of tuberculosis cases.
ears, but because It was the nearest
the evening
In the earlv part

hj II
H
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GROSS, KELLY & CO.
Wholesale Merchants, and Dealers in Hides, Wool and Pelts

Í1
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Montezuma Trust Company

DEPOSITS

INTEREST

1R anK

of Commerce

Established 1390
Vlc-Pr-

Albuquerque,

V

e.

Oak and Maple Polished Flooring
Builders Supplies

Albuquerque Lumber Co., 423

1st

St
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WE DO WHAT WE ADVERTISE

25 Off on
All Furo

25 Of fon
All Furs

G(Q)Mini Em1(& IDwy .Goodfe Co0
Gireaft AmnnnmaB Afteir Christmas Sale
Garments
Reduction on All Men and Women's Ready-to-We- ar
Sale includes all Men and Boys' Suits, Women and Misses' Suits, Coats,
Capes, Dresses, Skirts, Waists, Silk Petticoats, Sweaters, Kimonos and Furs
l -

25

Sale Closes Sataraav December 31st:
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BaT

C.
MerBfelder,
superintendent
county schools, Clovls, N. M.
Institute reports and use of ma
terinl furnished by the department
of education. Rupert F. Asplund, de.
partment of education, Santa Fe.
.Music oik Drawing; Kuervlsors,
i,
L.

Main Hall of the New
Mexico Normal 1'nlvornlty,
Imh Vegan, Where Hie Ter-

ritorial Educational
tion

In

Ih

Associa-

ScmmIoii,

42,000

I

4

ARE

1". M.

An Informal program of music and
discussions has been prepared which
will prove of the highest interest and

DISTRIBUTED

profit.
(rt'iieral Session, Auditorium, 8 P, M.
Piano Solo A Norwegian Bridal
Grieg SECRETARY'S
Procession

ri

i':.
t

,

:

Lecture Humor 'and Pathos of '
Travel
v
Frank H. H. Roberts, President N. M.
Normal University,. Las Vegas,

-

"iT,
-a-

i.f

"jv

wmiftaj,

-

'aaAal

:

.'

Vocal

EDUCATORS

OPEN

MEETING

ANNUAL

AT LAS VEGAS
OVER

200 TEACHERS

REGISTER

FIRST

ON

DAY

Santa Fe Delegation Out to Get
Next Year's Meeting;
Meadow City Aproves Hospitable Host,
Iftptrlsl Dlapatih to the Morning Jouraul)
La Vegas, N. M., Dec. 27. Today
Die New Mexico Educational assuclil-llo- n
opened Its twenty-fift- h
annual
convention, which will continue ovur
Thursday. Thin evening 00 teacher a had registered at the Normal u lit
verslty, where the sessions are being
Practically aver y county U
hold.
represented. J. K. Clark, supertntcn-(len- t
of public InHtrucUon, la here
from .Santa Fo, at the head of bin
delegation, which la boosting to land
next year'! convention for the capital.
County superintendents, heads of city
h IxioIh and principals of high schools
from many cities In the territory are
also here.
Ias Vega ha arrangod
to royally entertain the visiting pedagogues.
The most elaborate enter,
tultimetit of the session take! place

ut tlia Commercial
club tomorrow ent System of Reports County Supernight, when a reception and rnusicale intendent A. A. Kaiser, Carlsbad,
N. M.
will ho given the vlHltor.
Following la tho program for WedIilHoiiHsion
County Superintendent
nesday:
Iaa0 Dwire, Taos, N. M,
Sanitary Conditions In Our Rural
section .meetings.
Schools; How to Improve Them
i:icinci,ry School Section, AudiCounty Superintendent Bias Sanches,
torium, 3 1. M.
Wagon Mound, N. M.
of Pnrenta and TeachpIsrtiHHion
County Superintendent
ers Mabel Henfer, city ichool!, Lacy Simms, Alamogordo, N. M.
Raton, N. M.
Needed School Legislation for the
T. N. Russell, principal New
Discussion
State County Superintendent
of schools, Katitncia, N. M.
Joseph Gill, Clayton, N. M.
Penmanship u the Primary Grades
County Superintendent
Discussion
J. V. Clark, principal city schools, L. C. Mersfelder, Clovls, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Some of Our Practical Problems:
School
Republics Tlelle
Sweet,
(a) "Special Levies" County Sucity schools, Hanta Kc, N. M.
perintendent J. C. Sanches, Tome,
MlHtnkcs of Teachers T. N. Pope, N. M.
principal, Roswell city achoola.
(b)
Collections"
"Poll Tax
Physical Education In the Public County Superintendent George Burch,
Hchoola Jean Annette
McOlbbon, Santa Kosa. N. M.
Hanta Fe city schools.
(c) "School Equipment" County
The Elementary Curriculum Mrs. Superintendent Charles Burt, Moun- II. K. Dleghlcr, Gallup, city schools. talnalr, N. M.
PlHcusMon C. D. George, superin(Other problem! open.)
tendent Alamogordo city schools.
Discussion
Assistant SuperintenHigh School and Colicúo 8w:tion,
dent Acaslo Gallegos, department of
ltcmtn 808.
education, Santa Fe, N. M.
The Practical Valus of the Rtudy
TAIILKS.
of literature W. A. Poors, superin'
tendent, Clovl, N. M.
Institute Workers, 4 P. M.
Methods of IliMtory Teaching I.ela
Are our Institute under the present
J. Ilowat, high school, Roewell, N. M.
of our
The Value of a Year of Chemistry policy meeting the need
In Iliuh .School
T. O. Rogers, N. M. teachers? J. II. Wagner, superintenNormal school, Silver City, N. M,
dent city schools, Las Cruces; Isaac
How to Teach the Subject of Light Dwire, superintendent county schools,
In Physics
H, C. Crum, principal Tuos, N. M.
high school, Itnton, N. M.
Should our Institutes now take up
County Superintendent"!'
Section,
the Instruction In methods of teaching vocational subjects and should
Rimiiii :io.
Marks of Efficient Supervision by our common school course of study be
the County Superintendent of Schools reudjimted to Include such subjects?
County Superintendent M. F.
city
W. It. Sterling, superintendent
Vegas, N. M.
schools, Albuquerque, N. M.
IHmuKHlon
County Superintendent
pedaadvisability
having
The
a
of
A. U. Strotip, Allniitierque, N. M. ' gogical
library In connection with
Improvement Needed in Our Pres county Institutes; why and how?
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The tactful hostess considers Blatz an essential
part of her supplies. Just common-sens- e
hospitality.
She reasons that what is good for her is good for
her friends. Splendid philosophy, f
9
Generations ago Blatz proved its great worth as
a household beverage and tonic Today, as in the
past, it is
the finest malt beverage
brewed. Have you a case of Blatz in your home?
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Asplund,
Secretary Rupert
F.
Santa Fe.
Treasurer D. N. Pope, Roswell.
Ruf us Mead," East Lfts Vegas Local
secretary and manager of the Las
Vegas meeting.
Executive Committee R. R. Lar- kln, East Las Vegas, chairman; T. W.
Conway, Raton; M. H. Brasher,

W. Copper

ONE EYED CROOK

.

-

END

Pelton Dead as Result of
Freight Sideswipe at Tonuco;
Was Native of New York

R. G.

A
mm.

ikljw.
rimiM 1S.

At.

I

When you pay more than the Rayo

price for a lamp, you are paying for extra
decorations that cannot add to the quality
of the light. You can't pay for a better
light, because there is none. An oil light
has the least effect on the human eye, and

the Ravo Lamp is the best oil lamp made,
though' low in price. You can pay $5, $10,
or $20 for some other lamp, and although
you get a more costly lamp, you can't
get a better light than the white, mellow,
diffused, unflickering light of the
Rayo.
Has a strong, durable
This sea
son's burner adds to the strength and appearance.
Made ot solid brass, nickeled, and easily polished.
shade-holde-

to the Morning Journal

Santa Fe. N. M., Dec. 27. The employes of the office of the secretary
of the territory, are having a busy
week this week getting copies of the
constitution Into the hands of the
voters as fast as they are delivered
to the secretary by the printer. Today
the force finished mailing most of the
Spanish copies, 42,000 In all, and the
will be
reBt ot thc English copies
rusnea as last as iney come oil uib
press. To date 24.410 English copies
have been mailed and as stated above
nearly all of the 60,000 Spanish copies have been distributed. Each delegate in the convention Is to receive
100 copies. At the present rate of progress it Is expected that the whole
number of some 80,000 copies will
have been mailed by the end of the
present week. It is a huge task, but
hard work is accomplishing satisfactory results and every voter it is believed, will have a chance to read
the constitution thoroughly and at his
leisure before the election on January

Railroad Secretary R. R. Larkln,
East Las Vegas.
Educational Council Hon. W. J.
Mills, R. R. Larkin, T. W. Conway,
M. H. Brasher, J. E. Clark. E. McQueen Gray, E. A. Drake, C. M. Light,
W. E. Garrison. Frank H. H. Roberts, J. W. Wilson, W. D. Sterling, 21St.
ftdX
Joseph Gill, Hugh A. Owen, W. L.
Wngner,
V.
L.
Bishop,
Griffin J. H.
J. A. Wood,
J. S. Hofer, J. H.
Vaughan, E. L. Enloe,
J. C. Manches, Tome President of
the county superintendents section.
Lacy Slmms, Alamogordo SecreCHEATS SLOT
tary of the county superintendents'
section.
W. L. Bishop, Artesia President of
the high school and college section.CRrrle Childress, Lake Arthur
MACHINES
Secretary, of the high school and college section.
K. W. Twining, Oalluf)
President
of the elementary school section.
Carolyn North, Roswell Leader of Mounted Police on Lookout for
the music and drawing round table.
Man With Bum Lamp Who
Superintendent J. E. Clark President of education council nnd leader
Uses Bogus Nickels; Official
of Institute workers' round table.
News From Santa Fe.
Frank Carroon, Eost Las Vegas
President of oratorical association.
Carrie Childress, Lake Arthur
of oratorical associa- IMperlnl IlUputrh to the Morning Journal I
tion.
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 27. Mounted
Myrtle Decker, Roswell Secretary police have been warned to be on the
d
of oratorical association.
man who
lookout for a
cheats slot machines with Imitation
Mounted
nickels.
Policeman Alexander Street has arrested John Craig
at Tucumcarl for currying a
lie also arrested George W. Julian, eighteen years ot age, on complaint of John Burns of Xaraviso,
ACCIDENT
Quay county, on the charge of horsestealing. The horse' was recovered
near the Texas line and restored to
its owner.
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Imperial IHnMHtrb

Cruces.
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STERN-SCHLOS-
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Finished By End of Week.

................

at Any Price

low-pric- ed

the

Rose" .......
Clayton Johns, Llva. LJchtjr, Director
Vocal MuBie, Normal University.
Reception to the visiting teachers ;
and. fhpp friends by. the ; Com.
tnerclul club. ,r
Following are tM officers " of the
"
association:
President J. E. Clark. Santa I'"e.
J. H. Wagner, Las
,

A

Gives the Best Light

Dtalm

r.

Once a Rayo User, Always One

Evttywhert.
If not et yours, writt for dtscriptbt
circular to tht nearest agency otht

Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)

ft) III

tlon of reports, and other business,
until the nevt meeting oí the society
and only to elect officers as required
by the constitution of the society, at
that time. The following officers were
L. Bradford Prince,
then
president; William J. Mills, Frank W.
Clancy, Ralph E. Twitchell, vice presidents; Ernest A. Johnston, corresponding secretary; William M. Berger,
recording secretary; Mrs. May M. Victory,
assistant secretary; John K.
Stuuffer, treasurer; Henry Woodruff,
curator.

right of all women to change her
mind, and is opposing statehood and
fighting the adoption of the constitution. Lordsburg Liberal.
We board and care for horses.
The best of care guaranteed. W. L.
Trimble A. Co.. 113 North Second St

B

OF

ty have Informed Assistant Superin
tendent of Public Instruction Acaslo
Gallegos that they are oposed to a
change in text books at the February
meeting of the territorial board of
education. They favor a retention of Alex
the present text books.

Episcopal Clmrcli

In Xew Mexico.
Church, an Episcopal
church organ, in its annual summary
for 1910, credits the I'rotestant Episcopal church of the missionary diocese of New Mexico with 1,804 communicant members, a gain of 124
since lust year; with 24 parishes and
missions, 16 clergymen, 15 lay readers, 2 candidates for orders, 2 postulants, 120 infant baptisms, 69 ntlult

SE

BUGGY

Oposed to Change of Text Books.
The teachers of Snn Miguel conn

Will Enforce Quarantine.
Mounted Policemen Rafael Gomez
and J. B. Rusk are nt the pueblo of
Taos today to enforce the quarantine
against smallpox, which the Indians
are disposed to evade. A number of
cases are reported among them.

il'TnnM

I
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PORTALES

Ham by Shot Through
Heart and Instantly Killed By
Frank Chaney as Result of

Trivial Dispute.
By Morning Journal Special Leased Win
Portales, N. M , Dec. 27. Alex.
Ilamby, a young man living at Rog-

ers, a country post office
twenty
miles southeast of Portales, was shot
and killed Christmas eve. by Frank
Chancy.
Chaney is a man whose
home is in that neighborhood,
is
about 60 years old a bachelor. The
two men had had some trouble at a
gathering the evening before nnd a
personal encounter ensued In which
baptisms. 125 confirmations, 89 mar- Chancy got
the worst of it. Chaney
riages, 68 burials, 102 Sunday school
teachers. 770 Sunday school pupils, went home and got his gun and start-o- n
nnd contributions of $18,706.12.
a hunt for iMamby.
From
Chaney
reports,
was
under the
But She's a Woman.
the
liquor when
of
influence
There are many reasons given by trouble first started and he stumfluhting statehood, bled over Hornby's baby buggy, which
the people who-arand most of these people have been caused words that led
the fight
shown to be inconsistent.
The Lib- last night. The two men met Satureral takes occasion to draw atten1
o'clock at the Rogers
tion to another case of what would be day about Hiimby
once
was shot
Inconsistency it made by a man. Be-f- store and
the convention wag held the fair through the heart, death ensuing alhus been
editor of the Sun .Mnrcinl Standard most instantly. Chaney
Territorial Fund.
was very anxious to have the ladies brought to Portales ar.d lodged
in
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero allowed to vote in the new state. Jail. Alex Humby was one of the fintoday received $25, bank examining Section one of article 7 reads, in est youn.,' men in the community. He
fee. from Traveling Auditor Charles part, as follows: "Women possessing leaves u wife ami baby nnd his pathe qualifications prescribed
in this rents and three brothers reside there
V. Safford, and M from Game Warsection for male electors
shall be and all yre the very best of people.
den Thomas P. Gable.
qualified voters at
.''
Notwithstanding this provision The community in general deplores
Governor Mills today appointed Miss Farrell
the deed.
retains the
John U Toole of Knowles, Eddy county, a notary public.
The Living

one-eye-

pre-eminen- tly
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Total of 80,000 in All Will Be
Sent to the Voters; Job to Be

'. N. M.
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OFFICE IS
RUSHING CONSTITUTION

B. Valse K Minor
Chopin
Myrtle McKenale, Tucumcarl.
Vocal solo "I Hid My Love"
Mrs. It. C. Rankin.

State.

,

e

or

elec-tions-

God-give-

National Guar,! Officer Resigns.
Captain A. Mendenhall of Company
K at Clovls, of the First Regiment of
San Marcial.
Pelton. Santa Fe freight brnkeman Infantry of the New Mexico national
was killed this morning at Tonuco guard, has handed his resignation to
station, seven miles south of Rincón, Adjutant General A. R. Brookes. Capthe
when a freight train sideswrjied an- tain Mendenhall has moved out of was
other, slightly damaging a number of territory and the resignation
therefore accepted.
cars. The deceased was twenty-fou- r
years old nd unmarried aid came
Historical Sorirljr.
to this section Tom XfrtolV. X. T..
At the annual meeting of the
whither the remains will likely be
aociety of New Mexico, held
sent for Interment.
In the rooms of the society yesterday.
"L T"ep- Journal Vant Ads Get Results iegThohd'" iu-oISnorlitl

Moraine Joaraal
X. M.. Dec. 27. R. O.
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There is Cnly One

"Bramo Qismlne"
That is
Laxative Bromo Quinism
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CUR
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tie full name. Look
for this signature on every box.
ic.
Always remember

A GOLO I
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Continued from Page 3.

BE CELEBRATED

An
Celebrate Twenty-Fift- h
nlversary of Their Marriage
With Church Ceremony,

Ü

.ill

tí
:f
Jf LI

An unique ceremony will occur In
tho Immaculate Conception chiueh at
t o'clock Thursday morning when
Air. and Mrs. T. J. Shinlck cf this
city w!U (.lebrate the twenty-fift- h
anniversary of their marriage oy attending a nuptial high mass. Rev.
A. M. Mandalart, S. J., will sing the
mass and the Immaculate Conception
choir will furnish the music. Mr. ad
Mrs. Shin'ck came to Albuquerque
twenty-fiv- e
years ago, Immediately
after their marriage In New York.
Mrs. Shinlck became at once the directress of the Immaculate Conception choir and hu for a quarter of
a century given generously of her
time and talent to church choir
work.
Her beautiful voice has been
heard in the Immaculate Conception
church on occasions of joy and sorrow, and her work In training and directing the chorus work has been In
defatigable and very successful.
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'Paid in Fui

Mrs.

WILL S18

WEEK

A

2 HEARTS

E

BLISSFUL?

stage.
More than 2,500,000
had paid to see it, which Is the
ord for any play in equal timecompanies appeared in it simul
taneously all last season, more than
ever before had acted one play, and
the same companies are doing it again
this season. The profits to the producers up to the close of last season
were more than a quarter of a million dollars, wlille the author, Eugene
Walter, was made rich by his royal-tic-

i:

-

s.

So much for the past. This showing is an interesting illustration of the
big rewards of successful plays, and

Shriek

ban been

pjor

in

health for some time, however, and
has been ordered by her physician to
ke an extended vacation, which
w'lll 'mein that she ceases uhotr work
a year' or more.
The celebration " of the nuptial
mass Thursday morning will be a
very interesting event to the numer- friends of Mr. and Mrs. Shinlck.
All friends of the couple are Invited to
attend the mass and the reception,
which will be held In the Immaculate
Conception school hall after the
church services. The Ladies' Altar so.
ciety will attend the mass in a body,
Mrs. Shinlck having been for many
years a member of that organization.

0 uestion Now Being Answered
"Paid In Full" Is the biggest success
VltOGIlAM
By Albuquerque Young Folks; (jf them all. So far this season It has SPECIAL 51 rsit-'ATO UK KKPKATEO SUNDAY
popu
opinion
verified
the
that its
So many requests have been made
Box Seats to "Paid in Full" larlty would
increase yearly. At the

the Inducement,

Mr. and Mrs. Newly Wed, are you
prepared to tell your bachelor friends
whether or not two fond hearts can
be happy on a saliiry of $18 per week?
The glamour of romance is speedily
supplanted by the prosaic but vital
proposition o defraying the cost of
ham and eggs, prunes and beans not
to mention coal. Such is liie. What
we want to know now is, whether $18
per will keep the wolf from the door.
Send in your ideas to the Morning
Journals, We are already receding
answers to the '.question, but many
The first prize is
moro are needed.
a set of box scats at the performance
of "Paid in Full" at the Klks'
theater, December 30 Friday night.
So get busy.
There are second and
third prizes of $2.,'i0 and $2.00 scats
at the performance.
But you may not only set the seats;
or discourage
you may encoura'.")
from entering
some intended vh
Comej
the holy bonds of hemlock.
across.
of
end
or
the
spring,
at the
Next
current theatrical season, the United
I'lay company, if so minded, can give
nut some highly interesting statistics.
They will bear upon Eugene Walter's
far famed play, "Paid in Full," and
they will indicate how near truth is
the prediction that this celebrated
American drama steadily grow in
favor and outlive in popularity any
Such . a
other now on the staje.
future is widely prophesied for "Paid
in Full," and it seems certain of fulfillment, judging from the figures Its
producers have made public concerning It. These figures show that during its first two years, up to .the
close of last season, "Paid in Full"
has made a record eclipsing that of
any other play known to tho Ameri
.

.

i J'"i

end of the season It will have piled up
a total, of performances and patronage and profits that
will be the
theatrical wonder of the age. And It
deserves to do so. It is the greatest,
the most popular, the most entertain.
ing play of the timo. You know this
if you've seen It; if not, go to the
Elks' theater Friday night, and be
convinced, for "Paid In Full" will be
the attraction then, and by your attendance you will help swell its

the records; and I quite agree with
him.
I venture the assertion, that if I
9
state here, that In Albuquerque
from
there were five death
whooping coughtnot one of that
committee dare commit himself an
to
hrth.f nm telllns y(u thp ,ru,h
or not.
Individuals, mostly medical men.
hav attacked me; but these attacks
man nothing from the fact that
most of them sny: "I believe this" or
"I think that." Certainly this does
not disprove anything that I have
said, I do not tell you that t THINK
these figure or íactf) about Albuquerque, I come out boldly and unmistakably and tell you that 1 KNOW
them; and that I studied them well
before I gave them to you.
Lastly, the board of 'health attacks
me, and attempts to show that my
figures are Incorrect. These other attacks amount to nothing; but when
the board of health, which means the
government of the city, takes up the
matter, then I admit that this criticism Is worthy of consideration, if for
no other reason, than that it represents the views of the city officials
who are, or ought to be familiar with
these statistics. The people should
have every reason to believe what
they say.
Before taking up the criticism of
the board of health In this matter,
I want to take your time for only a
moment In showing you exactly how
these comparative health 'figures are
arrived at.
.Health statistics are compiled for
various reasons, one of which is to
compare different towns, cities or
calities with each other. As it is tin- likely that two twns will have ex- actly the same population, in order
that we may arrive at a Just com-ou- s
pnrison of their sanitary virtues or
defects, It Is customary to resolve the
number of deaths which occur in
each place, from a certain disease,
into the number of proportionate
deaths which they would have, if
each place had a population of 100,-00- 0
dur-190-

Mr, and Mrs, T, J, Shinlck to

,

for a repetition of the musical program rendered by the male choir in
the Immaculate Conception church
on Christmas morning, that the program will be repeated at the 10
o'clock mass next Sunday. The mass
was by Theo. von la Hache, rendered by eleven male voices, under
the direction of Dr. Robert Smart.
John Jeneski, the leading tenor. Is
only recently from New York and
has a magnificent voice, which is
at its best in sacred music.
The program for next Sunday Is as
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say, when the board of health makes ver amounting to two within the city
COMMERCIAL CLUB TO
a misstatement of facts, with the limits.", He forgot to tell you that
INVESTIGATE CONDITIONS proofs of the misstatements in Ita- during only seven months, from June
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For Instance. I tell you that for a
certain year Chicago had two millions
of people and that there occurred
amongst them 2114 deaths from
whooping cough. During the same
period, Albuquerque with a population of 14,000 had two deaths from
the same cause. You get no idea oí
the relative death rate In these two
places from whooping cough. Now
if I reduce these figures to the pro.
portionate number of deaths which
occur from this disease in both places,
it each had a population of 100,000
and tell you that Chicago had a death
rate of 11.7 to Albuquerque's 14.3
per 100,000 of population, you immediately get a comparative conception o'f the destructiveness of this infection in tho two pluors. .It will be noticed at once( that In
order to get comparisons upon this
basis two factors must be positively
known: First, the number of deaths
from a certain disease, for, a given
period of time; and second, the. correct population of the place at the
same time.
If 200 deaths occur in a population
of 200,000, we would have 100 deaths
in 100,000. If the 20 deaths occur
red amongst a population of 400,000
then the death rate would be only 50

lic, what dependence can you place
on any other sanitary statement that
he may make.
A bit further on In his article the
board of health affirms "any person
with a mathematical mind can do his
own figuring." Don't you think the
board of health needs a member wltn
a mathematical mind badly?
The board of health ends Ills attack upon me by saying that my misstatement of facts was made either
because I had "an ax to grind,", or
through Ignorance..' It in with extreme reluctance that I ask the bourd
of heulth to swallow Its own medicine. Everybody in this room know
perfectly well that Doctor "Wroth has
no ax to grind.
Three criticisms have been made of
this article which are practical.
First, that Albuquerqnu It situated peculiarly In regard to death statistics, in that so many deaths which
occur here are from Imported cases
of tuberculosis.
Second, that a large percentage of
the cases of Infectious sickness do not
belong to Albuquerque proper hut are
outside the city limits.
of this
Third, that an exposition
subject does harm to the business
men.

Regarding the tubercular situation,

I have shown you that if you disregard the imported cases of tuberculosis and "attribute to Caesar the
things that are Caesar's" still, Albu

querque has a. death rate larger than
the average throughout the United
States.
In making this calculation, I sub

tract from Albuquerque's death rate
for tuberculosis, all the cases of tuberculosis, except the number that
which the average city in the United
States has; I disregard altogether one
hundred and two deaths out of one
from this
hundrod and twenty-seve- n
disease afld still our death rate is
larger than the average city of llils

country,
The argument Immediately occurs
lu you, as it did to me, thnt even this
is not fulr to Albuquerque, because
here we have a climate which cures
tuberculosis; but this argument does
not hold good, for the reason that It
is more than offset by the fact that
we have Infinitely more chances of
infection here than elsewhere, be
cause of the amount of sickness nnd
the luck of sanitary measure taken
to prevent the spread of the diseases
from the sick to the well.
You say that this town depends for
Its existence upon the Santa Fe
I tell you It depends for Its
continuance upon its God given sun
light.
Sunlight is our best disinfec
rull-roa-

d.

tant and without its salutary influence here. 1 venture the statement
that within IS years, every man, wo
man and child living In Albuquerque
today would be dead of tuberculosis.
Second, that a large percentage of
the deaths coine from cases outside
of the city limits,
famous record.
Every large city, with hospital f follows:
cilities finds itself In the same pre- A Gentlcnmii from Mississippi.
Kyrle, La Hache.
dicament as Albuquerque in this ra
William A. Brady announces, ;"A
Gloria in Excelsls, La, Hache.
irard.
The larger the city and the
Gentleman from Mississippi," the
Credo in Unum Deum, La Hache.
more prominent its medical fraternow famous comedy which made New
Offertory, Adeste, Fideles, Novello.
nity, the larger will be the territory
York scream With laughter for thirSanctus et Benedictus, La Hache.
from which it Imports Its cases.
teen months and tickled Chicago,
Agnus Del, La Hache.
Chicago last year to my personal
Philadelphia and Boston as no other
At benediction following mass:
knowledge, bore the stigma- of ut
comedy hns done for years, at the
O Salutarls, Broca.
least 1 death which should have been
Elks' theater, December 31.
Tantum Ergo. Wlgand.
given to Albuquerque. There are thouThe play is a story of social and
The choir will be composed of the
sands die every year in tho New York
political life, in the national capital. following gentlemen: Tenors
Mr.
hospitals, whose deaths go on Nw
There is a distinct southern atmos- John Jeneski, Mr. Donald D. McDonYork's records, but Who were not
phere about the play which almost ald, Mr. Gilbrlde, Mr. Herbert As- T'.in
really residents of New York.
wafts to the audience, the scent of selln, Mr. Byrnes and Mr. M. P. Kelly;
cases of Infectious sickness wMch octhe magnolia and the fragrance of the basses, Mr. Mllholland, Mr. J. B. Burg, per 100,000.
city
Therefore It can be seen plainly, cur Immediately outside of theWr.Uh
pine.
The unctuous humor of the Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Wallace Hesseldori;
old southern senator and the breezy organist, Miss Lillian Hesselden; di- that If you keep your death 'factor and which necessitates Doctorclfy lim"wl'hin the
stationary and increase you factor of using the phase every
secretary rector, Dr. Smart.
audacity of his northern
second I'ro cf
population you REDUCE your death its" on almost
keep thr audience in one continuous
his letter, tire In reali'y Alliuque.'quc
rate per 100,000.
roar of laughter from start to finish
The special New York company Will CONCERT LAST NIGHT
Here it is again: If I divide two ap deaths.
You may draw an Imaginary oirtle
ples among twenty people, It is the
be brought here for this engagement
ONE
MERIT
UNUSUAL
OF
nnd say. ni' deaths
prominent among the players being
same as dividing one apple amongst mound the city beloi.g
to me .d all
ten; if I Increase the people to forty inside the circle
Robert A .Fischer, John Butler, John
Arthur, W. H. Townsend, Arthur H. Musicians and Headers Fntertalned and still have only the same two ap- of those outside to some one else If
Ebbets. Thomas A. Irwin, Ernest Large Audience In Christian Church ples to divide, it is the same as one-ha- you like, it may be all right theoreti-of
Evers, Frank Hartwell, E. H. Bender,
of an apple being divided cally, but the practical sanitation
With Fine Program.
today does not recognlte such limits.
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minutely
have
for
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vocal
included
musical numbers
forces; and the city acting upon the
by both Mrs. C. A. Frank and Mr. a purpose. I will now ask you to read same policy may expect only the
paragraph from the Tribune CitCharles Andrews, who also sang a the
of December 2 2nd, written by same result.
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"How
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reader,
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per 100,000, considerably
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holly and mistletoe were everywhere day morning's paper.
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a
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based
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This
all
in evidence.
a remedy.
ESTIof 20,000, an EXCKH8IVE
If the publicity which the city has
MATE in the city limits.
YOUNG HART IS BOUND
What has been done. The board of gotten by reason of this article Is followed by systematic, organized, prac0
assumes Albuquerque has
OVER TO GRAND JURY healthpeople
within the city limits. tical steps to eradicate Infectious
Next, being honest. It tell you that sickness and to prevent Its Inception,
is an EXTREMELY LARGE then no one can say thnt It has done
this
Held on Charge of Being Implicated PROPORTION, "which I do not be- anything but good to the city. If on
Store
in Robbing
lieve the census will show."
The the contrary, the energy which should
t Helen.
words "EXTREMELY LARGE PRO- be put into perfecting sunitary con
4P
PORTION'' are placed in italic so as ditions. Is expended entirely in mak- tSpctlal CorrmpoDdtro ta Mornlnc Jorail
again asure you of honesty. Then ing excuses for the lack of them, Alto
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Dennis
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ago
on
days
Vegas
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figures Albuquerque's death count of the article but In SPITE of
these
no
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a charge or
It.
typhoid is ten per 100.000
from
rate
robbery of the John Becker store here
The figures which I published In
below the alarmist's fig
two weeks ago, was arraigned before considerably
Morning Journal were for the
morning's
yesterday
Journal.
the
in
urea
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a justice or tne
inyear
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1909. Each one w ho has attackother
he
words
In
grand
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you
figures has left the year
ed
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creases
and
tells
the
was
Jury In the sum of $800. Hart
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severely
may
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so,
his
he
in
reduce
order
that
was
taken
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sanitary town we have
a
my
you
fig
show
what
chow
rate
that
death
and
to the county Jail at Albuquerque for
year.
gross
misrepresentations
of
this
are
ures
safekeeping.
That the death rate from scarlet
because larger than his.
The Becker store was robbed early theMytruth,
dear board of health, when you fever and typhoid ia not exceptionally
In the morning two weeks ago, two
the assuming business, why great this year, we may only thank
safes opened and dynamited, and a went Into
you
assume the population of the mildness of the infection, and not
didn't
Jewelry
thousand dollars in cash and
Albuquerque
to have been 200,000 attribute it to any effort upon our
stolen.
people; then your death rale would part towards preventing its spread.
V
A glume at this map of the city
have been only one per 100,000 and
Bridge Workmen Killed.
will
bigger
show you the condition that Docstill.
a
liar
been
I
would
have
men
27.
Two
Dec.
Mo..
Vnionivlle.
comes
tried to depict to you.
tor
Wroh
health
of
the
board
When
by
Injured
the
and
were killed
four
falling of a boom, used In repairing, nut over its ewn signature, In such a when he said: "During the year 110
laughable a (tuck upon my figures, I we liar, bail deaths from typoid fe- brldgts, here today.
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4th to December 23rd, 1910 we have
had cases of typhoid amounting to
thirty-nin- e
city limInside
the
100
its,
with
four more not
jarda outside the corporate limits. Every blue square on this map represents h case of typhoid fever; and
plec.se remember that this record,
also from the city health office, represents only ,a little more thaiy half
of the year 1910.
The dark red squares represent the
number of cases of scarlet fever that
have occurred within the' same time,
forty-eigcases In all, one of which
was Imported from Gallup.'
The death rate throughout the United States' for scarlet fever Is 10. .1;
for smallpox It is 0.2 per 100, o0
from which we gather that scarlet
fever is 51.5 times more dangerous
If during the past
thnn
six. months Albuquerque had forty-seve- n
ases of smallpox amongst Its
population, there would be little need
up and get
to tell its citizens to
rid of the Infection: but because It
happens to be rn Infection 51.5 times
more deadly than smallpox, one Is
maligned as B del'umcr of the city, for
calling the attention of the public to
the fact the.t the "Health City" is a
hot bed of infectious sickness.
Ninety-eigh- t
cases of Infectious disease, exclusive of tuberculosis within the city limits, and ten more within a hundred yards of the city practically 108 cares in half a year; and
yet there are those who would tell
favorably
you that this compares
with most cities in the United States
is a clean,
and that Albuquerque
healthful town.
I wish to say briefly, our death rate
from preventable dlseuse Is excessively high; the town Is dirty and unsanitary; the health statutes are poor;
tho regulations of the health deportment are not enforced and the bourd
go
of health is run In It
manner.
Until
the
council sees fit to put this department o'f the city's government upon
a substantial working basis, this city
need hope for no betterment of the
present melancholy conditions.
In bringing this subject before the
notice of the citizens, I am fully cognizant of the feeling so tersely expressed by John Rusk In, who says,
"any Interference which tends to reform nnd protect the masses. Is viewed by them as unwarranted interference with their vested right to Inevitable disease and death."
ht

ADVERTISED LETTERS
Advertised list of letters In the post,
office for the week ending December 24, 1910:
Ladies' Mat.
Mrs. M. E. Anderson, Mrs. J. O.
Beckmas, Mrs. Edna Hayne,
Miss
Josephine Brooks, Miss Aeluda
Miss Shono
Byunuaba, Miss
Cralotlsta Carpenter, Miss Emma
Cook (2), Gregaria Demás,
Ollle
Edstron, Mrs. K. Hiilght, Mrs. Hattte
Kelly,
Henderson, Katherlne
Miss
Clara Llndsten, Mrs. Tranditlana Lu
11.
cero, Mrs. M.
Maher, Miss Gertrude
But-res-

Val-enBi- a,

h.

Gin-son-

OVER A YEAR IN
NEW YORK

Two Killed In Collision.
Dubuque, Ia., Dec. 227. A head-o- n
collision occurred at Stockton, 111., at
6:110 tonight between Oreat Western
work and freight trains. Two persons were killed and one was seriously injured.

burglarsTteal
Thieves Enter Raabe and Mau-ger- 's
Hardware Store and
Make

With Knives

Get-Aw- ay

and Razors.

.

Some time Monday night or early
yesterday morning, thieves entered
Raabe and Manger's hardware store
on North First street and stole a dozen and a half knives, a dozen and a
half razors and a number of other
small articles of cutlery. The burglars
took the choke of the stock, knives
and razors being valued at from 11.60
to $3.00 each. Entrance was secured
through R rear window or transom.
Socond-Hnit- d
Store Robbed.
While E. Morelll, a second-han- d
dealer, of SI 7 South First street, was
absent from his store at noon yesler-- ,
day, a burglar
entered the place
through n rear transom and stole two
revolvers, one a .22 and the other a
.45 caliber.
Both guns are Colt's
make. A box of miscellaneous articles, gathnrod up. In a hurry, .were
discovered later by Morelll, In the
rear of the store, where the thief had
apparently abandoned them.
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SIX MONTHS IN
CHICAGO
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Underwood
Standard ;

Typewriter

r

has replaced other machines, gains have been mde in
celerity and accuracy of work due to the UNDERWOOD
features of proven value.
Everybody ought to know what the UNDERWOOD will
do when put to the severest test.
.

C

'IT'An opKHimMjr to cxnmlne ami proví
"The Machine You Will Eventually Buy"
afforded at soy branch office

ill lio

Underwood Typewriter Company
.

(Incorporated)

321 West Gold Avenue

,"

Jus-titila-

ELKS' THEATER

lf

one-hal-
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Meyer, Miss Florence Mitchell, Mrs.
Miss Grace
Melindo Montoya,
Mrs. Leslie Mclntyre, Maria
Ortis, Mrs. A. B. Oppenhelmer, Mrs.
Pearl Payne, Mrs. Thomas H. Ross,
Miss Mabel Smith, Mrs. Harve Smith,
Mrs. Bettle Thackery, Gertrude
Mrs. Ambrosia Villa.
Gentleman's Lint,
Sam Allison, K. Apodaca, N. J.
Armljo, Guillermo E. Bauer, I.
William Brown, J. C, Brown,
Crespinlano Ceballos, Felipe Chacon,
Me la O. Alejo, Joseph David, J. J.
II. .'IT.
Kngberg, Farley Faulkner,
Faulk tier, D. W. Gallegos, O. O.
Js'ecolas Limero, T.' W. Ifearn,
Francisco Hernandez, Geo.' CSV Hodge,
Wilfred Jacques, Theodore Jutierrey.
Paul Kofal. Frits Klooppel, L. H,
I.Hsley, Perfilo Lucero, Feed Marcus,
Mes Pedro Montoya, Adlaldlo Montóla,
Mr. Jack McNeill, Sam McQullkln,
John McCulleb, N. K. Nehr, Chas. II.
Norton, G. W. Pane, Dlomiso Romero,
2), Roy Stephenson,
W. D. Shaw
V. Sinclair, Milano Santlllanes, R. L.
Smith,
P. Smith.. Geo. Segll,
S'imora, J. M. Sanchez (2),
Paul Talsey, Meli-to- n
Isabel Sanchez,
Torres, Salvador Vacn, Ifllorono
Walter, W. C.
Hostil, Joseph L.
C. W,
Wimis, W. A.
Coi.
White,
Wood, Clifton H. Young.

Albuquerque, N. M.
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The fact remain that In the face
H'Mltrl HrprMealalira,
of direct peril Dewey acted with en
C. 1. AMIKKWIN,
Marqnrlte BalldJac, thlcafe. IU.
tire coolness and absolute courage
and that he is an example of the kind
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by mall, on month
by carrier, ona month

has fushloncd a "..'fundamental law
which Is more radical and, Incident
ally, more unsatisfactory than any

draft of the constitution heretofore
proposed. The peculiarly vicious and
dangerous feature I that which provides that all elective officer shall be
subject to the "recall." This is
presumed to be the
device which
ultimate and perfect expression of
popular rule, the flower of a democ
racy. It Is, of course, a crude method
of aiming to divest the people of that
form of popular government known
a representative government, and to
substitute an anomalous form of "direct,"' or mob, rule. Judge are to
be elective In Arizona, and therefore
Judge ore to bo recalled whenever
the popular whim shall to deter

If the people may elect Judges, aalc
the sponsors of this method why
should not the people also remove
Judge from the bench, after an un
popular decision? Thl query goes to
the heart of the subject, and may be
answered by another: If every elec
tive official in the state, or In all
the states, should be subject to In
termlnoble recalls, how would the
business of the country or the business of the government ever be settled?
People nro pretty careles now In
selecting and electing officials, but
If they are encouraged to believe that
a recreant or Incompetent man may
be recalled ut any time, and that no
great harm will bo done If such a
man shall be chosen, the last estate of the country will be worse than
the first.
Itepresentatlve government Is a
workable method adopted bocauso It
does afford some measure of protection for the people from themselves
from their whim, passion, unstudied
Judgment and precipitate action. The
recall is a device which it Is difficult
to defend In any case, but the application of the principles to the Judiciary Is vlciou in the extreme. Court
and Judges are provided and maintained for the very purpose of avoid-- 1
lng the chaos that would result from
Ignorant and passionate decisions on
mutter
that require dispassionate
acion, legal and 'onstltutlonnl knowl
edge and th-- i courage to administer
exact Justice even when it happens
to be momentarily unpopulur, I
judge ure to be subjected to the
fickleness of popular Judgments In
each case, only the cowardly and In
competent will wish to be judges. It
I
constito be hoped that Arizona'
tution will not be accepted by con

IUttOM'TIONISM.

biabar
"Th Meralng Journal baa
ratine than la anrordod la any
A terrific arraignment of the an
Amarleaa
papar
Maxira."
Tba
Naw
la
ulnar
apapar lilrwlory.
archy for which It I alleged Victor
liergor of Milwaukee and hi adher
AIBKHKHQIK
ents stands was that madn recently
by Itev. Dr. J. Wesley Hill, pastor of
YOl'K Dl'TY TO HE TIIKltK.
the Metropolitan Temple, In Now
If you are Interested In the affairs York, and one of the promlneri
of that city. Dr
of New Mexico; If you are Interested Methodist divine
In tha half century struggle of this Hill took up the assertion attributed
territory Jo get Into the union on nn o .fterger that tho "Catholic church
a the only barrlpr to socialism," and
equal footing-- With the other mate
if you re interested In bettering your appealed to the Protestant churches
own rendition, In more prosperity, In o repudiate the stigma that they were
the development oí the. vnst Bleep Indifferent to the menace of uch men
in possibilities of New Mexico, In an Ilerger, and his Idea.
It was not socialism,". Bold Dr.
progresa and patriotism, you should
b vitally Interested In the fat of Hill, "that won the day In Milwau
the present oonHtltutlon of New Mex kee, but a mere plan of municipal reform such na lms become familiar
leo.
of the
several cltle
The first big meeting of the átate.' throughout
country In tho last ton years. Uerger
hood rampalgn will be held Thur
diiy night in the Elk' theater in this and hi follower did not dare go be
rlty. For the flrHt time leader of fore the people of Milwaukee on a
nnrilca, standing platform of genuine, slmon pure so
the two political
shoulder to shoulder on tha platform, clallsm, with all that It implies to the
will tell you why you nlicm Id adopt institutions of property, religion and
the constitution and why you should the family. He made socialism fit the gres.
embrace the golden opportunity now occasion, not tho occasion fit social
Ism, To such extreme did he and
The MeKlnley County Republican
offered to people of New Mexico.
go In their mad pursuit in Its last Issue announces that it ha
O. A. Larracolo, three timo candi hi follower
year of
date for delégala In congres on the of votes that since then hot coals of entered upon the twenty-thir- d
democratic ticket, ft respected leader criticism have been heaped on their It existence. Tho Republican Is one
of the live weekly newspaper of New
eads.
of the democrats and a gifted platvery appropriately md
"Among those socialists who have Mexico and
form speaker, will outline the organic
act na he aees It, and tell why all good become Incensed at his method and commendubly celebrating it birthday
ave shown an Inclination to read him by boosting for all It
worth for the
democrat ahould vote for It. Governor W. J. MUI and other leading out of the party are Anson Pholps adoption of the constitution and
representative
of the republican .Stokes and his wife. The former bit. statehood for New Mexico. It I
party wilt speak on the republican terly criticised the compromised tac- sincerely to be hoped that tho noxt
side. All the speakers, however, will tic of the Ilerger machine of Mil birthday of the Republican will be
of the
apeak, not fur party, but for tha peo- waukee at a dinner held by the Col- - celebrated Inulas tho gate
city two union.
ple, and to the people of New Mex- lectlvlst' society In thl
week ago. Mrs. Htokea Win even
ico.
The evening paper has mado Its
Whatever your sentiment on tho moro critical. In nn open letter to
fluke in trying to stir up some
usual
constitution; whether you have read Ictor lferger, published In the New
regarding the distribution of
muck
quesCall,
York
thl
him
she
asked
It or not, it behoove you to Attend
copie
the
of the constitution. The
T
this meeting and hear representative tion: 'Why did you compromise document hn been distributed to
you
looking
merely
office?
for
Were
quesmen present a
cores of thousands of the voter and
tion. That recognised leader of both Or was It because the comet vote In If
the evening paper hna failed to re
body
Ml
a
llwaukee
had
parties are advocating the constituone we refer It to the file of
celve
nd you feared to tie tha disgraceful
tion is the best proof thut it ratithe Morning Journal If it ha any
n
to
can
It
of
I
socialism
lest
the
tall
pule
fication
outside the
of partireul desire to read the constitution.
sanship; a popular question in which the tail, pot the tin can break off?'
These shots went home, for In file
very man who loves New Mexico
ery next Imhiib of Rerger' paper he
ahould take a lively and Intelligent inthat the
terest. If you have not this interest; dmonlshed hla follower
Tlio Number of LcwIslntorH.
me had come to leave off the mask
If you are indifferent or haven't had
Ho
well The Editor of the Morning Journal:
time to look Into It, It will wake you of municipal reformism.
The democratic convention recently
heeded were bis words that the state
tip.
held at Santa Fe, gave a one of Its
This meeting should be a great, big, (invention of the party, held a few reasons for opposing the constitution,
'because the legislative provisions are
enthusiastic o mi. it I the opening nya afterwards, adopted a constitu
of the extruvagunt In that they provide for
gun and the report should be loud tion In which the socialist
ute reaffirmed their allegiance to Just twice the number of legislators
enough to be heard from Itiitoti to 101
system; and
1

1
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Ia so.
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Out of a congressional appropriation of twenty millions of dollar for
the work of reclamation, the
Butte Irrigation project of th
government on the IUo Grand receives 14,600,000, nearly a fourth
of the total and otherwise a much
as apportioned to any other project.
The Washington dlHpatch of yesterday bearing this news show impressively where New Mexico Blanda in the
government reclamation work this
year.
Four and u half millions of
dollars la an Impressive sum. When
you come to lay four and a half million dollars, side l,y ntde, they will extend, according (o a statist lc fiend,
bout 160 milfs. Th expenditure of
this tremendous aum In New Mexico
during the next five yeura means
nearly a mill! n a year, and deliberation on the
figures bring to the
mind some real comprehension of the
magnitude of the enterprise under
way In the Wo c.rnnde valley.
There' something doing In Irrigation
in New Mexico. The Knglc dam t to
be one of the greatest engineering
works of the world.
Kle-phu-

A

JIMIO.

Admiral Dowry on Monday celebrated his seventy-thirbirthday. Taut
hla threescore and ton, Ihe grizzled
old sea fighter Is hule and hearty, and
Is ending his days with the tranquil
knowledge
of having aorved his
country to the best of his ability, unassumingly and as a man. While
Admiral Dewey' supreme test came
late In life, be met It iunre!y, albeit qult-lly- ,
and made good. In an
age of grand stand plays. Admiral
Iiewey'a case Is unique; he kept his
head amidxt th laurel and the fetes
worshipping people that has
f a
a habit of relegating Its heroes to
d

hi-r- o

that
under the territorial
the salaries of tho members are In
creased," both of which provision I
think most excellent.
After many year of experience In
and about legislative bodies I am convinced that the provision referred to
are conservative, Instead of extravagant, and I advocated a larger number of members of each house so as
to give the people fuller representation In the legislature, and for the
very good reason thut large bodies are
not a easily Influenced and controlled
by lobbyists as small ones.
The house of representatives should
be Increased from ten to fifteen or
twenty more members, and each new
county created should be entitled to
a member Instead of being "annexed
to some contiguous district for legisThe
lative purposes" as provided.
larger the body, within reasonable
limita, the safer for the people.
How the convention could condemn
the constitution for withholding legislative power from the people, and
also condemn It for giving the people
ton much representation, la a little beyond my comprehension. The amount
of salary Is of lltll Importance. No
one can serve us a member of the legislature and do his duty at t'i.00 per
day and have a dollar left at the
clone of the session, to aay nothing

the international movement. In this
they demanded, first, the taking over
of all property and making It the common possession of the poliiarlut. How
they are to do o no word 1 vouchsafed us. They did not stop here. They
demanded also that the federal constitution and the constitution of each
of the forty-cve- n
state be abolished
reduced to scrap paper.
"What now must those voters of
Milwaukee
not actually socialists
think of their judgment In having
given their confidence to ft party that
breathes revolution at every pore, a
Its lutest and mure orthodox utterances show

?

"This convention was under the
master hand of Derger, and we reud
In his paper that he It was who urged
the adoption of the plank demanding
the abolition of the organic law of
the country. Those who have known
the man and have known for what
his movement everywhere stands are
not surprised by thee declaration of
purpose.
For In this not the Herger
who In the national convention of the
sotiallHt party in 190S, according to
the offttiul reporta of that g;ithtng,
declared:
" 'I have no doubt that In the last
analysis we must shoot, and w hen It
comes to shooting, Wisconsin will be
there. We always make gooi".!' "

of the loas of time.
Mr. Clancy has proven conclusiveconstitution,
ly, by quoting otluT
that there la nothing In the charge
that "It la difficult to amend," and
he and other utile attorneys have Tolly answered the criticisms relative
to the Judiciary. Really, not one of
worthy of
the thirteen crltliism
a school boy's attention.
K. 8. STOVER.
1

ARIZONA'S FATAL MISTAKE.

It

will Interest New Mexico advocate of the recall and they are conspicuous by their scarcity to read
some of the acoren In a; criticisms of
the Arizona constitution now being
voiced by the leading newapopers of
the raatern statoa.
Without excep- tlon their condemnation Is a
and iinresorved.
Arixona hna done
herself a harm from which It will
take her long to recuyer. The JTilla- idelphia Public Ledger nays:
The
Arizona
constitutional ron.
ventlon ha completed Ha labors, and

If You Want
Ttcnent.
La.,
Greenwood,
J. W. Oreer.
with a aevcre case of lumbago.
"Tha pains were o Intense I wa
for
forced t" hypodermic Injection
relief. These attack started with a
pain In the amall of my back which
gradually became fairly para'.yrlng.
My attention
attracted to Filey
Klilney Remedy and I am glad to aay
after using thla wonderful medicine I
am no longer bothered In any wsy by
my old enemy lumbago." J. II. O'Kiel-IYou Must
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fry a Journal Want Ad, Results

BETTER SEND Mr. Carnegie down
to Chihuahua and make peace at
SENATOR I.ORIMKR I about to
become a thirty-itilrdegree stand

Sixty-On- e

d

0E1LIG'S

MALTED M ILK

Institutions

1

CHAMP CLARK may na well un
deratand from the start that the title of "uncle." doesn't go with the job.

IT la ALSO easy to picture ex- Senator W. A. Clark breaking crack
er Into one of his 11,200 soup dish
-

The Food Drink for All Ages
RICH

into

All over this broad land, husbands,
fathers and brothers are returning
home from Neal Institutes living,
walking examples of the efficacy of
this marvelous cure new men In
their communities men who could
not ba Induced again to touch ilquor
In any form. It 1b not wonderful that
such a transition, such a regeneration
of a life of slavery to drink can ba effected in three short days? It setim
too Incredible to be true, but it Is
true. The history of Individual cases
would require this whole Issue and
then "the half would not be told "
When one thinks of the origination
of thl treatment by Dr. Neal, tho ili- covery of Senator Bruce and the great
work that has been accomplished In
the past year, one's mind reverts to
the words of the good old hymn,
"God moves In a mysterious way hi
worderg to perform." So astounding-lmarvelous are the results of this
Neal Cure that Rev. J. F. Nugent, a
noted Catholic prelate of Iowa standing with bund clasped In that of a
lifelong frlerd who was then it patient
In the De Moines Institute on the
third day of his treatment exclaimed:
"Not since tne ralslnir of liitisiru
from the dead has there been anything like th'.."
As stated above, other places similar to the Chicago hospital are established and engaged In this splendid work for mankind In nearly every
state In this country and Canada. The
address of the one nearest you is 512
North Second street. Albuquerque, N.
M. Home treatment can be arranged
for those who prefer it. If you have
a friend who ought to rid himself of
the drink habit, don't delay a day;
call, wrote or phone for further Information and free booklet, "The Neal
Way."
Senator Bruce Is now nt the Chicago Hospital supervising this National and world work where he may
be addressed or personally Interviewed by any one Interested In the treatment or hi making an Investment In
this great work. Chicago Tribune.
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CONSUMPTION
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HALT GRAIN

Take

bom

rs

Cross-Stitch.-

I

PILES CUrtF.D IX 6 TO 11 DAYS
Your druggist will refund money If
PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any
case of Itcnmg, liiind, Bleeding or
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 60c.
A Simple Safeguard for Mother
Mrs. D. Gllkeson, 828 Ingles Ave.,
Youngstown, Ohio, gained wisdom
by experience. "My little girl had a
severe cold and coughed almost continuously. My sister recommended Foley's Honey and Tar. The first dosa
I gave her relieved the Inflammation
In her throat and after using only one
bottle her throat and lungs were entirely free from Inflammation. Since
then I always keep a bottle of Foley's
Honey and Tar In the house. Accept
no substitutes. J. H. O'RIelly Co.
.

We say, with a clear conscience,
have the best 86o and 40c Coffee In. town. Have a little confidence
A. Coffee On.
sort trv It C
wer

II. t.M

LAUNDRY. CLEAN-ISAND PRESSING.
W'hk 'niiriinteéd. Goods
"iiilrd For and Delivered.
SIT W. Silver.
Phone 010.
MRS M. I Wl'CETT & BRO.

Special Rates to
Las Vegas,
N. M.
VIA THE

Home Companion for Jan-

uary.
Woman's Home Companion starts
the new year with a continued story
in Which "votes for women" has a
prominent place. This suffa-gettlove
story Is entitled "In the Land of Tomorrow," by Maude Radford Warren
and, as you can Imagine, Is a distinct departure from the uBual mag
azine story. Other fiction in this
number Indues, "The Nine Brides,"
by Juliet Wllhor Tompkins: "Pier
rette and the Gray Monk," by Fannie
Hensllp Len. tind Part Three of "The'

Account the Annual Meeting
New Mexico Educational

1

$6.40

for the round trip.
Tickets on eala December
Z6th to 29 th, inclusive.
Return limit January 2nd.
Stop-ovallowed at Lamy
to permit of side trip to Santa
Fe, New Mexico.
J. I. JOHNSON, Agent,
er

i

A

IN POWDER

Admiral's Niece,"- a mot delightful
tale by Kate Douglas Wiggln and her
collaborators.
Beginning with a new year, home-lovenil over the country make resolutions for improvement In the house
Fitting In nicely with such plans, the'
Woman's Home Companion offers
articles on home decoration, entitled
"Furnishing the .Small
Library,"
Magazine-stand,"Book-cas- e
and
"
'"Library Scarfs in
"The
Business Side of a Country Home,"
"Patch-Wor- k
Quilts of a Hundred
Yearg ago," "Good Music for Every.
one," etc.
For winter days and nights the fol
lowing seem to hold valuable suggestions: "How to Use Your Public
Library," "January Church Fetes,"
Books to Read About," "The Doctor's
Page," "Making the Baby's Layette."
"How to Make Sleds and Toboggans,'
"Wireless Telegraphy," "How to Make
Croquettes."
Miss Uould a Fashion department
covers various points. Including "The
New Evening Cloak," New Veils and
for Young
Hat plus," "Underwear
Folks," "l h New Theater Bonnet,"
S!
ver
I'.ig,
The h iv
and many
others.
For ;h- - yo.;n.Ter renders, Roso
O'NclH f '.'.l )re;,K up her Kewple fun.
and "The Adventures of Jack and
Bt:.y" ave o way a popular.

What the Majority Want.
On the 21st of the coming month
the people of the territory will put
themselves on record relative to the
constitution. That record will do one
of two things put us down in history as for or ngainst statehood. The
majority of the people of New Mexico
are In favor of statehood and they
are not going to Jeopardize the possibility of becoming
a state by defeating a constitution upon which It
would be hard to Improve.
Qallup
Republican.
Woman'

EXTRACT.

Insist on "HORLICK'S"
package

Tho democratic party
What They Are Saying About constitution.
is not lined up against the constitution.
Roswell
Record.
the Two Constitutions

The Biggest of All.
Every day the Tribune Citizen of
Albuquerque finds "Jokers" in the
send gift unreciprocated.
constitution, but the biggest joke of
will be tho vote against the conall
IT 13 NOTED with astonishment
day of
on the twenty-firthat Orand Dukes Nicholas Nleho- - stitution
next month. Roswell Record.
laluevlch, Michael Mlchaelovlch and
de
have
Hhie Perge Mlkhullovlch
The One Idea Hunch.
parted for Hkierniewlch, ovlch. Evl
The man who opposes the constitudently there are still a few grand tion because hi particular political
dukes who remain
fad was not made its predominant
feature la very likely to belong to
that exclusive class of people who
A KANSAS man was given a di
vorce tni weeg Because ni wne ib are blessed with but one Idea and that
wrong one. Carriioro Outlook.
a
so busy writing love stories for the
magazine that he had to prepare his
Fiasco Is Good.
own meals and do most of the houseThe democratic convention held at
work. When the literary bug enters Santa Fe lust Saturday proved a sort
the parlor Cupid Blips out of the of a fiasco to those who were trying
kitchen door and climbs over the to commit the party against the constitution. However, they passed resofence .
lutions pointing out said sundry dePortales'
discouraging, to fects in the document.
SAD, ALMOST
Times.
read that In that dear Roswell, a
model town, fifty Clod fearing clti- Twaddle,
en at a pugilistic exniDition mvaueo
of equaitiatlon consist
board
"The
welterweight,
up
a
tage,
beat
the
of elected officers who may
kicked him the vtpuge and refused to entirely
campaign
to pay," say one
have
desist until a fire hose was brought of those thirteendebts
wonderous objection
In. Roswell will have to do i lot of to the constitution. It such twaddle
can be dign'fied as argument It holds
tall explaining.
with greater or less force against
NO WORDS are severe enough to provision for any public official,
whatever, high or low degree. Its
condemn the lack of Christmas spir goal
is anarchy.
Socorro Chieftain.
it hetraved hv Mrs. Zella Ward, of
Ashevllle, N. C who called a policeSettled.
RamJames
man when one
settles It. The constitution Is
sey, an old friend of the family, im- to That
be adopted by a great big majority.
upon
the.
kls
Yule
planted a chaste
The Santa Fe convention raised thirrosy lip of the matron. Ramsey at teen objections to the proposed fun
brooding
In
jail
was
lost accounts
his
damental law, and he who pin
over the treachery of women and the faith to the number thirteen defies
Is
worst.
Its
do
Itself
fat
to
the
It
Ingratitude of nations.
old story of the bull and the locomoadmirable courage but blanked
RAD EOOS, says a New York doc- tive,
poor Judgment. Let u prepare to
tor, are fully as nutritious as good celebrate.
Socorro Chieftain.
ones. So that aversion to passe hen
nofoolish
those
fruit Is another of
Party Not Agin'st It.
tions typical of the reprehensible
When the papers opposed to the
cost
hus
the
made
which
adoption of the constitution assert
of living rise. Hut at Christmas time that the democratic party is lined up
regive
to
in opposition to that document, they
than
to
It Is more blessed
ceive, and the doctor can have our do not tell the truth. The democratic
party Is badly ipMt regarding the
share of the bad ones.
constitution thousands of democrat
will vote for It and thousands of dem
Take Care!
will vote against It. In the
Remember that when your Kidney ocrats
adopted resolutions
convention
are affected, your life Is in danger. condemning which
the constitution but pur
M. Mayer.
Rochester. N. Y.. says: posely refraining
from aligning the
"My trouble tarted wUh a sharp
against It, very nearly half of
shooting pain over my back which partydelegates
the
announced their Inten-tlo- n
grew worse dally. I felt lugglsh and
to vote for the adoptlonof the
tired.-mkidney action wa Irregular
and infrequent. 1 tarted using Foley
Kidney Jill. Each doe cerned to
MltlM
put new life and strength Into me, and
now I am completely cured and feel
better and stronger than for year."
J. H. O'RIelly Co.
e
disinfectant
Conkey'
is cheap and
mlin with water and
now
prevent
it
and
effective. l'
I
rka mid na rara
E. W. Fee.
disease.
Mf. mm
mm mm aoMiTie, aerxiaa
riM.
a
na
rn
cotuno,i.i
aay,
a
tfc
CIKCTWIO
mm
with
clear conscience,
We
"IM TUHOtltN
Bm aMl
w have th
StMlK'littMr
beat S5e and 40c Cof-fe- a IWHTUTISMiaiM.
ei.ii.
In town. Have a Utile confidence
. ridMoa,
. uu av, iHMiiffM. it
and t.y It-- C. A A. Coffe Co.
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Not in any Milk Trust
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deep-feelin-

Nox-l-cld-

Bruce entered

'

work actively Just one year ago, and
he has nine devoted hi undivided
time and effort to the promotion of
er
To say that hi
thla cure.
crowned with
forts have been
mildly.
pro'
The
success is putting It
.motion nnd expansion of the cure has
ana
already been almost world-wid- e
it may be truthfully said phenomennl.
at De Molne.
The first Institute
Iowa. The second at Omaha, Neb.
The fourth at
Dnvenport.
The third at
strong personality, ample financial re- 8Ioux City. Then the work uroge
sources, pluck Indomitable to make It these confine, and now there la a
hi life work that the movement ue- - Neal Institue In nearly every state In
enme one great tidal wave of helpful this country, nnd the Neal movement
ness.
is spreading to foreign countries.
The first anniversary of Senator
Thousands of human wreck have
Rruce'a Indorsement and promotion been reclaimed In the past year bv
of the Neal Cure sees strongly In the Neal Cure. Thonsands of darktrenched In 61 Neal Institutes, estab ened homes have been lighted and
lished and opening on this continent turned into homes of Joy, gladdened
and with helpful foothold In the by the ring of childish laughter by
countries of Europe and all but en reason of the Neal Cure. Those who
circling the globe In the mighty miss- - do know, say down deep from the botIon of redemption of victims of drink. tom of their hearts. "God speed the
The story of the discovery of the work!

FORT SUMNER celery is now en
gaged in a stealthy attempt to put
one over on the Rio Grande valley
product.
Neal Treatment Is interesting. Dr.
Henjamln 10. Neal mnde a special
study
of achololsm and as a result of
IS
MR. PINCHOT
now deeply in
exterested, a regards Mr, Balllnger, In his many years of research and
he originated and perfectknowing whether or not that white periment,
ed tha cure which bears his name. Dr.
wash will come off.
Neal' Investigations led him to believe that alcoholism Is due to an ac
WHY DOES everybody who ha a cumulation of alcoholic poison in the
cold save up his cough when In the system.
The habitual drinker takes
theater, until the time the villain Is on this poison faster than nature can
It.
expel
The poisoned system craves
revealing his plot In low, tense tones?
more polHon. Hence the insatiable
continuously ex
THE COLONEL will probably have longing forby liquor
the unfortunate who has
read with interest the decision of the perienced
get
allowed drink to
the better of him.
senate committee thut the charges The Neal Treatment antidotes this
against Loiimer have not been prov- poison and In three days' time all aped.
petite and deslra for drink disappears.
It was only after years of InvestigaCAN IT BE that the ladle of the tion nnd practice that Dr. Neal found
component parts of the harmless
the
Gould family are out for a Carnewhich constigie medal? Another of them I about vegetuble compounds
tute his famous treatment.
to be married to u European nobleAfter the treatment was perfected
man.
and Dr. Neal realized what It should
accomplish, the question of Its promoANNOUNCEMENT that a counter-fel- t tion arose and proved such a giguntlc
one that the very thought of It pos
12 bill is In circulation Is alarming. That's getting down within the sibilities bewildered him. It was just
crises that the "man of the
fiscal world of the plain, common at thl came
forward. This man wos
hour
people.
Hon. James E. Brice of Iowa a
wealthy banker, manufacturer and
HOXSEY WENT two miles high lawyer, an Iowa state senator for
and again broke the record. The ine years a man of ripe experience
only danger now I that some of the nd yet in the prime of Ufe a man
aviator will get oUtulde the radius nured In business a man of marked
of gravity and shoot off into space. executive ability, rare judgment, keen
foresight a man with an untarnished
whose word is dependable
DK. WILEY, of pure food fume, character,
s a draft Issued by the Bank of Eng- May
to
wife.
a
himself
ha taken
land a man with a high sense of
there be no benzoato of soda In his Justice, the personification of honor.
cup of bliss. Rut It I hard to see tth a human side to his being that
g
sympathy
how she can keep him out of the reaches out In
for his fallen fellowman In short a
kitchen. - I
man big enough to master tho proA YOUNO man In Wyoming seated position.
association of such a mnn with;
himself over a hundred weight of dy theThe
Neal Cure gave It at once the
exploded
And
it.
namlte and then
stamp of Intrinsic value, backed by
tho energetic' coroners of four Wyo ample financial resources and the
ming counties, Bays the tlevelund prestige of genuineness In the open
Plain Dealer, held separate Inquests field of operntl oiv
with the usual fees.
NOW IS THE merry season when
the pressed citizen sits down to figure out how many month It wlU take
him to ave enough to pay for those
present the family sent to certain
person who,. It was feared, might

Senator

HOTELS, On CLSCWHERC

Gt the
Original and Genuine

i

When the Btory of great achieveTHB BOXES and ribbon
have
been put carefully away for use next ments of the past year is written no
chapter
fraught
will be brlghter-'-non- e
ChrlHtmas.
with more live interest than that
which tell
of Senator James E.
PROPERLY EXPRESSED, Mr Bruce' nationalization of the Neul
Roosevelt, It la said,
in favor of the treatment which In three days' time
free men from the slavery of drink.
conservation of radicalism.
Although for several year the Neal
met with a
Cure for Alcoholism
FIFTEEN HUNDRED Indictments measure of ucees, itshad
ndminlstrntiort
for selling votes are expected In Ohio. was largely local. It was not until
Certainly not fit for statehood.
Senator Hruce of Iowa, with his

es.

' AT roUNTAINS,

The Redemption of Thousands of
A lcohol Wrecks by Establishing

once.

patter.

Shok

Great Achievement of
Hon. James E. Bruce
of Iowa

th
Second
By

1

mine.

28,191ü,,,rlTO

MORNING 10URNAC, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

SACHET POWDER

delightful mixture, specially fragrant, for Christmas present. 25c

pero.

The Williams Drug Company
117 W. Control

Blue Front.

TO START THE NEW YEAR

RIGHT
Why not Install

a modern

Loose Leaf System
in your

accounting department.

Call us up

and let us

show you the many advantages of this system.

Lithgow Manufacturing Stationery Co.
THE NEW MEXICO HOUSE

ur

Phone 924

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

'

;"i;-

ALBUQUERQUE", MORNING

THE

FiliifcopaEacEl
Wall

Street

Am. Zinc, Lend and Km
Arizona Commercial

Atlantic
Dos. and Cerb. Cop. and

New York. Dec. ;?. The trend
word reuetlon which dominated last Butte. Coalition
week's operations In the stock market Calumet and Arizona

became rather more pronounced at
the resumption of business today and
resulted in losses of a point ami over
In the better known Issues, with mora
severe declines In certain specialties.
' Trading1 throughout the session was
small In volume.
If surface conditions may bo accepted the heaviness
of'the list was largely due to the aggressive short selling by the
sionul group which only recently was
more or less conspicuous for the extent of Its commitments on the other

side.
The closing of a local state bank
whose troubles arc commonly believed to be an aftermath of the panic of
1907 while ln.no particular sense a
market factor, was hardly helpful to
the bull accounts. The bank's difficulties, however, served to call attention to the latest report of the state
banking department which demonstrated the strong position of a ma-

'

25

11.

6

One of the best endorsements the
fit 8 per 'cent on approved
of New Mexico has yet
estute security. Hex 13, City.
comes
received
jurist
an
from
eminent
S3
t of Arkansas, a judge who stands high
1974 In that state and who Is noted for his

A tuerten n

Can

...

Car and Foundry

sane conservatism. This Is Judgo
1 8 Vi
Jacob Fink of Helena, Ark., of the
10
law firm of Fink & Din20 '4 well known
ning.
8
..
Acknowledging a copy sent to htm
37
by Delegate M. L. Stern of this city,
125
Judge Fink writes:
'II1, 4
"Helena, Ark., December 9.
.,70
M.
L.
''Mr.
Stern, Albuquerque,
11 H

Old Dominion
Osceola

......

Parrott (sliver and cop.)
Qulncy

54

13

Gib
34
47
13
8

Ms

115

Trade

8

48
80
21

Cotton Oil .. 57 tt
Hide and Leather pfd
Ice Securities
17', 4
Linseed
It 'A
36
Locomotive

Predictions of
rain or snow whero most needed in
the winter wheat belt made the mar
ket here heavy today. There was also
a big increase of the visible supply.
un2
to
Late sales were 8
der the previous close. Corn finished
down, oats unchanga shade to
decline and provisions the
ed to
same as Saturday night to 20c below.
May wheat fluctuations ran from
with the
to 96
95
a net loss of
close firm at 5
Chicago,

Dee.

27.

"Dear Mr. Stern: Some time since
received the copy of New Mexico'
constitution, but owing to a press of
other engagements, I was not able to
read it through until recently. After
a very careful reading of It, It occurs
to mo that It Is a most excellent document. It is Indicative of progress
of thought, and it embodies the best
features of some of the constitutions
of the older states, and features that
the present conditions of affairs de."It

Is safe

and sane and conserva-

tive. I admire the feature that renders certain officers Ineligible for reelection until after the expiration of
a certain time. I think ths matter of
entrusting the state education to a
Smelting and Itef'ng, 7214
state commission rather than to n
102
tute superintendent of public in42
Steel Foundries
We
struction is most wholesome.
113
Sugar Refining
have the mntter of the policy of edu141
Tel. and Tel.
cation entrusted to a state superin2Vj
Tobacco, pfd
tendent, which I deem quite 'unwise,
80 94
Woolen
because the policy changes with the
Mining Co
38
change of administration.
There Is
4
47
9Ti May corn ranged between
an effort to muko our law similar to
102 Vj and 48
do pfd
finishing steady but
yours in this respect. The matter of
114
Atlantic Coast Line
.
net lower at 47
giving the net earnings to the
104 i
Baltimore and Ohio
34
May oats varied from 34 to
families of convicts Is a most
27
Bethlehem Steel
34
down at
and In the end stood
humane provision and one that I
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
74
34
have no doubt will become popular
193
Canadian - Pacific
provisions scored a good early rise throughout the United States, be31
Central Leather
but reacted in consequence of selling. cause it Is good in principle and
do pfd
'..
102H After trading ceased, pork was down practicable,
as it will have a tendency
Central of New Jersey. . 260 280
2
to 20c: lard oft 2 2 to 10c, to prevent dependent families from
79
Chesapeake and Ohio
and ribs unchanged to 2 2 i! 5c de- becoming charges on the charity of
Chicago and Alton
30
27
cline.
the public, and in a measure avoids
22
Chicago Oreat .Western
the visitation of the punishment on
. HU
do pfd
the innocent members of the convict's
St. Louis Wool
Chicago and Nothwestorn
141'4
family.
The provision that prohibits
Chicago, Mil. and St. Paul ....121
the convicts from being leased will
;
Wooi.unchang-ed27.
C, C. C. and St. Louis .. 65 (ft) 9
Dec.
Louis.
St.
save your state from many a political
80
Colorado Fuel and Iron
medium grades, combing and scandal and will prevent the upbuild,
GO V
Colorado and Southern
clothing, 22 23c: light, fine, 20
ing of a political oligarchy based on
136
Consolidated Gas.
22c; heavy, fine, 15tft 17c; tub washed, the convict, system, as has been freCorn Products
14
2032c. .
quently the ease in the southern
Delaware and Hudson
Withal, there Is nothing
stateB.
28
Denver and Rio Grande
New York Cotton
but- - praise
ahd commendation for
60
do pfd
your organic law and the framers ot
T nstillers
32
Securities
much
New York, Dec, 27. Cotton closed the sume. I thank youvery
26
Brio . . .
45 4 steady but prices showed a net loss of for sending it to me."
do 1st pfd
from 13 to 21 points.
34
.'.do 2nd pfd
151Í4
General Electric'',.
The Metal Markets
.122
(reat Northern pfd
56
Oreat Northern Ore Ctfs
130
Illinois Central . .
New York, Pec. 2". Standard eop-pe- r,
Interborough-Me- t
19
quiet; spot, December and Janu. G3
do prd
ary. $12".15 12.25; February and
Inter Harvester
.109
March, 112.15 ffl 12.30. Owing to the
o
pfd
14
continued holiday there wero no cab12
International Paper
les from London. Arrivals reported in
39
International Pump
I
Custom house
New York 110 tons.
17
Iowa Central
show exports of 20,619 tons
returns
31
Kansas City Southern
so far this month. Local dealers re65
do pfd
ported a nominally tinchanged mar105
Laclede Gas
ket. Lake copper 12.75 13.25; elec143
Louisville and Nashville
trolytic, $12.7513.00; casting, 312.60 Disappointed Not to Put "Old
26
24
H (if 12.75.
Minneapolis and St. Louis
.
Minn., St. P. and Sault St. M. .129',4
Spelter, quiet: $5.50 5.65 New
Statehood" in the Capitol
31
Missouri, Kansas and Texas
East St.
York; $5.32
62
do pfd
but Another Owl Will Do Just
Louis.
45
Missouri Pacific
Silver, 64c; Mexican dollars, 45c.
Well.

...
...

c,

e.

c,

c.

..........

l--

c.

--

ANDREWS

S5

....

116
National Biscuit
53
National Lead
34
Nat'l Rys. of Mexico 2nd pfd
109
New York Central
New York, Ontario and Western 40
99 M
Norfolk and Western .'
64
North American
113
Northern Pacific
27
Pacific Mail
128
Pennsylvania
105
People's Gas
Pittsburg, C. C. and St.
96 íí 99
Louis
17
Pittsburg Coal
30
pressed Steel Car
158
Pullman Palace Car
30
Railway Steel Spring
148
Reading
30
Republic Steel

..

do prd
Rock Island

28

Co

do pfd
St. Louis and San Fran. 2nd pfd
St. Louis Southwestern
do pfd
SIosh Sheffield Steel and Iron..

Southern Pacific
Southern Railway
do pfd
Tennessee Copper
Texas and Pacific
Toledo, St. Louis and West.
do pfd

. .

;

t'nion Pacific
do pfd

G9

37
25
60
49

Vi

.118T
. 25
. 60
. $4
. 25 H
.
22
.
Gl

.im
92

'

.

.

United States Realty
United States Rubber
United States Steel
do pfd
Utah Copper
Virginia Carolina Chemical
Wubash

........

do pfd

.

68
34

.

71 U

.

'.

.110
.

.

i

44't

1H

.

15
.
S3
.
50
. 63
. 73
.

Western Maryland
Wojitinghouse
Electric
'i
Western Union
'
i
Wheeling arid Lake Erie ... .
.178T
Lehigh Valley
Total sales for. the day. 71,600
shares.
The bond market was irregular.
Pales, par value, I2.233.01M.
United States bonds wsre unchanged on call.

:

Sew York Kxcliange.
Chicago.
Deo. 27. Exchange
New York,. no market.
f

on

,

Boston Closing Stocks
Allouez

Amalgamate!

3

Copper

61

as

St. Louis Npclter.
St. Louis, Dee, 27. Lend, steady,
Spelter, weak; $5.37
$4.37
2;

The Livestock Markets.
Chicago Llvwtook.

Chicago, Dec, 27. Cattle Receipts,
3,600; market strong to shade higher.
$4.65 Hi 7.30; Texas steers.
Beeves,
$4.20U 5.23; western steers, $4.0060
5.90; Blockers and feeders. $.1.40f
5.80; cows and heifers, $2.50 6.25;
calves, $7.25iii9.G0.
iiurkct
Receipts, 15.000;
Hogs
10c higher. Light, $7.60 & 8.00: mix$7.0(f S.00;
ed, $7.65if $.00: heavy.
rough, $7.60 fit 7.75; good to choice,
8.U0; pigs, $7.25 U ''.5:
heavy, $7.75
bulk of sales, $7.80f 7.S5.
noceipts. 10,000: market
Sheep
10c higher. Native $2.65 ig 4.3.1; west,
em, 12.75 4 4.30: yearlings, H7-"J- i
5.80; lambs, nntivo, $4.25 $ G. GO; wi
$4.75(ij'6.40.

Has nnyone here seen an iml?
Any kind nature fnklr bringing In
an owl to this office may have same
placed In n hnndsome :;ilt :ago ami
forwarded to Hon. William H. Andrews, dcll'gato in congross from New
Mexico, at Washington, D. C.
Mr. Andrews, according to a loiter
just received by Secretary II. H. Hen.
ing of the bureau of immigration,
had his eye on that big owl whitli
was donated by John Lee C'arko to
the Chicago land show and which,
ensconced In a marvelous cago constructed by Jack Dugger ot the
bureau, mude the big hit at the Coliseum, with the accompanying legend,
"Get Wise Come to New Mexico."
This owl, "Old
Statehood," which
paid the Morning Journal office a
farewell call before leaving for Chicago, Is considerable owl and the
faunal naturalists at the Lincoln
park zoo in Chicago were so taken
with his good points and his wisdom that he was donated to the zoo
and Is adding an air of abysmal pro-

Kansas Uy Livestock.
Kansas City. Dec. 27. Cattle
fundity to that institution at pres9,000, including 2200 southNative steers. ent, although reported homesick for
erns; murket strong.
$4.7507.50; southern steers. !.50i the Sandia mountains.
"I am sorry," writes Delegate An5.50; southern cows. $3.00ft4.5: native cows and heifers, $2.75(8 5.75; drews, "that you couldn't send "Old
5.50:
$4.00Si
would
I Statehood" to me here, us I
Blockers and feeders,
bulls, $3.40 (if 4.60; calves, $4.00&8.-25- ; have liked to have the old bird here
west6.00;
In the capítol.
I hud arranged t
westrn steers. $4.506
have him kept here in the capítol and
ern cows, $2.75fj 4.75.
7.000: market he would have made a hit. However,
Receipts.
Hogs
It Is all right."
ie higher. Hulk of sales. $7.80l 7.85;
Mr. Andrews says It will be "all
packers und
heavy, $7.804?
right." but he's probably sore. So If
butchers, $7.80 i 7.85 : light, $7.75
you have a presentable
owl, an
7.82
Receipt. 6.000; market erudite, solemn bird of fair size, take
sheep
strong. Muttons. $3.G0tl 4.225; lumbs. him to the bureau of Immigration in
$5.504 6.30: fed wethers and year- the Commercial club, or bring him
lings. $3.75 f 5.25; fed western ewes, to the Morning Journal office. It is
considered vitally Important to have
$4.2503.75.
such a bird sent to the capítol as a
hint to the lawmakers who will soon
Cot th Genuine Alwaj.
be deliberating upon whither or wt
A aubstitut is a dangerous makeThe to
t the seal of their approval on
shift especially in medicine. cures
genuine Foley's Honey and Tar
the constitution. Senator Culberson
a
In
is
coughs and colds quickly and
of Texas and others are pprticularly
vellow package. Accept no .substi- in need of wisdom at this time and the
O'RIelly.
11.
J.
tutes.
owl's presence may have a wholedon't some effect.
If Conker's Itoup Remedy
vure your chickens your mony will
Foler Kidney Pills are tonic In ac
be cheer! ully ret mined by K. W. Fee.
tion, quick In results, and restore the
and
The best eadüie horsea to be bad natural action of the kidney
Tliov crrn. i ti reulari( litf
In. the city are at W. I. Trimble a. IIS hlndiler.
J. If. O Kiclly Co.
Nortb 8econ atreet; phone (.
s.

2:

.

ASS.WKItS

nNou, imíauhv
Xortli 13th Street tirow!

.

W JENK.S

Assnyer.
Watch
Mining und Metallurgical Snrfhar,
Where valuci are rapidly adace
it
now
and
vancing. Buy a lot
60 West Fruit Avenue.
double in value. Only S5 down and Pottofflce Pox 178, or at office of Ji112 South Third Ptret
u contract, then U'a yours. InvestíKent.
ll
gale.
"attounkys
ASIC MIL m iUJ,
215 West (iold Avenue.
well Unproved
FOH SAl.K35-ucrc- ,
ranch, uood houses, one mile from
7.S00.
city,
miles
from city,
40 acres, 3
$1,6110.
10

R. W. D. Hit VAN
Attorney-at-L-

Office In First National Hank Build

ing, Albuquerque,

$fi00.

4 '.i,

9.

M.-C-

r

--

Si 1

SCOUTS NOW

St.. Chicago. 111.
WANT TO UK NT building in good

.ticket
FOR SALE
Address, B. V., core
to Chicago.
point for 4mall general Journal.
Chest;lve full particulars.
store.
Cooper Uldg.,' Denter Campbell,
Dwellings
FOR RENT
ver. Colo,
First class
LEARN TAX1DKHMV!
A. C. Hollis do your car
Huvm
correspondence course free; with it penter
Designer, builder and
work.
small supply ol materials nt your ow
office,- bunk and liar
12, Springer repairer of store,
Address, Box
price.
fixtures, store front remodeling. 714
'
N. M.
St
l'1"""' ,1 308;
Ñ flCO A second-han- d
typewriter, S1'",rJÍ
VvA
Cottages, 2 to 0 rooms,
TtKNT
FOR
Innulre Journal.
Apply
or unfurnished.
Two rooms lur light W.furnished
WANTED
V. Futrelle, Denver Motel.
housekeeping, in good locality. !
v- - J,,urm'.1FOIt H E N'T Cottage, five rooms and
...
- bath, modern, licit water heat,
2 or 3 unfurnished rooms
WANTED
gu in kitchen.
A.
range,
with barn accommodations for cow V. Anson, 8Ü3alsoNorth Fourth
street.
and two horses, Highlands preferred
FOK HUNT.
Address W., cure Journal.
furnished cotílü.On Four-rooWANTKD
Ueliublu tenant for 28 tage,
In
Highlands.
room furnished
hotel. Will sell
furnished cottlS.UO Three-roofurniture cheap, or on payments. Ap tage;
close in, Highlands.
Three-roo".'j curat ortabU
$S.(H)
üllL'
cottage, in Fourth ward.
miles sopth of Manila at Taclobnn, In
Seven-roomodern cot$26.00
the province of Leyte. ll, says that tage; now, with range and blinds;
i
tho
climate in the Philippine
Fourth ward.
modern house,
$1!S.00 Five-roomuc h better than is generally suppos
and rnnge: Fourth ward,
ed. but that a man living thero for with blindsFive-roohouse;
modern
$20.00
any great length of time must take
In, Fourth ward.
proper precautions, one of which Is close
1QIIX
l. MOOUK. HE.U.TV CO.
to abstain from alcohol. Despite his
Furnished, new modern
long sojourn In tho islands, the cap- FOK
house, with sleeping porch.
tain does not show any ill effects of 101tentKouth Walter
Kt.
a tropical clime, which many find so
lurnished
HUNT
F lt
enervating after a long siego or it.

D GE
ALDRI
Lumber company.

B

trading

HAVE

RIVALS IN

THE GIRLS

Ü

"

.tin

Seventeen Young Ladies Or- MolIinn- rinK on-- Will
6cuit5 yaicnifc, viuw u '""!
Hike Five Miles' on Mesa To
day, t
-

)

10

ORIENT

BE WEDDED

S.

Arno.

Hudson for Signs

Paper

Wall
HUDSON

Fourth

for Picture

Street and

Framet

Copper Avi

,

Ill-IN-

HOLD RALLY

TO

THIS E

Schools In City Will Take
Part and Rev. J, D. Stemn
of Kansas Will Make Address

on Work,

118

UNITTO MKDICAl

ItKNT

P.

i. h. Q'Rtillf

C.

W.

1- -2

HO

01 N.

Miscellaneous

(In Effect January

The second floor of the No.
Htronff block. 32 rooms; nowly re- pnprrsd and repainted; two baths, two No.
s
condition; No.
toilets, oil in
first-clas-

rent reasonable. Just tlie proposition

No.

flrat-cliis-

s

rooming house or

IU-- sl

un;

T--

"'.
-

'.

I.

lONtfR

BAKERY

,

110)

Arrive Pepart
WKSTIMH'Mi
:!
Cal. Express.... 7:4Bp
Cal. Limited.... 11:00a 11:15a
Ex..l0;5Hp
Mok. A Cal.
. Cal.
Fait MhI1...11:6p 11:41a
EASTUOCND
4:14
1:65
I. Tourist
:06
4. Chi. Ltd
S:l5p
(:45p T:16
. Eastern
Ex
10. Overland Ex.... 8:00a
8:16a

No. 1.
No. S.
No. 7.

No.

llgn.

J4, LNf)Tfa.

Front-roo-

modern house.

FOR RENT

for

CO--

FE TIME TABLE

SANTA

ho-

meeting ut the Lead avenue

w

Bonl prepaid
he
tl f.f
inglLal úom M

tf )ms
imi

Sold in Atbuqutrqw by the

beginning ut 8 tel Apply Strong Itros.
Methodist church
o'clock, and prominent Sunday school
Captain of Philippine Constab workers from various churches will
take uetlVt. part in the gathering- for
ulary Steals March on Friends which a most Interesting program
been prepared. J. I. Stemn, of
and Takes Bride in Santa Fe, hiis
Iviinsiis, superintendent of adult lliblv
eliiss work in that stute mid un expert
on organized 1,'ible study, will muke
ti tu tin- - Iurnlu( Jocirnul
IHlMrJal
an address which will be both Inter
Captain
27.
N.
M.,
Dec.
Fe.
Hanta
esting uud profitable.
W. A. llurlmnk of this city, although
years
been
bus
he
for the past eleven
To Kb y and Do.
Islands. stol" a
in the Philippine
"Ho you wish to go to church this
city
In
on
his
friends
evetiiiiK?
this
rather Is going to preiieh.
march
Christmas day when he and Miss you know," the minister's fair daughAmelia Outtcrnmn were quietly mar- ter nsked.
The young nuin considered.'
ried. The ceremony was performed
"I'm. Tlie Inst time I wilt he rut her
parents.
bride
the
of
at the home
fell on some of my small f.illlrvx. I m
by
Gutlerniiin,
Mrs.
lib;ird
unu
Mr.
II know what his text will lie to- oi n t i; i: is m.wiu.y pom;
the Ilev. J:unes Urattan Mylhen. min- r. !i Mi"
rol?
une
'I.ivc
another."
of
the
Church
of
eharKe
the
ister In
The new .voir Hill soon take Its
He regarded t h
round pink cheek
Holy Faith.
la.e. Are oii ready for the occa
Captain mid Mrs. liurbunk will ppvovlngly.
' Sup,
lie suuKi--tesoftly, sion? I'on't
u need sonó thing In
spend the holiday here and uhout
in- hi the old
that
Mciillemiui go the way of pies, breml or cuke to
they will
the beginning of February
w.
while
reach,
on
imrch
out
sit
the
te your pinos for the day? If
'
.i
ill ot t
. mplt
start fur the PIiI1I;Iii-k- . where the imp!
come her,- - snd fill your wiinls
bridegroom is captain of the constabrom an assortment thyt Is complete
ulary.
In variety, high In quality and right
llllI'MMtlM),
JOUV
A jdeaflng feature of the wedding
In price.
ceremony was the presence of John
Cnrwntcr unci Job Vrk.
Mission Furniture and Other
Gutterman. brother of the bride, and
Articles Mud to
who served in the jvgular army In the
Photic 1374, or f all 803
Philippine island. He came back to
t'.nxt Silver.
lb,, wedding
207 South First Street
Captain Burbonk is stationed 409

unci musH

PILLS.

Riuiir ter Niiprawini Mtmnmirfoii,

iimii

m;

FOR ItKNT

Alt the Sunday schools of the city
will unite this evening In it big rally

FRENCH FEMALE

KcnincM.
Mufthorn
on trial,

suiiltury;
Fourth,
Folt r.K.N'T Nicely furnished room.
3:M S. Walter.
Foil ItKN'T Furnished rooms with
modern; rent
screened porches;
cheap. 4 14 W, Hold nveiuie.

Foil
In

Hih,

NCVER KNOWN TO FAIL
fa. mi flotf hMw'cI or
r hot. Will tourl
fvr Jl.00
wtwii rfilteffd. Himple
p iBrtu wwn jour uftivM

FOR RENT Sanitary and modern
rooms Rio Grande, 61 W. Central.
tSTKAA! lltCATKl) room, suitable for
two young men or couple: every
modern convenience; attractive rate
by the month. HOTEL CHAIO,
Silver.

A

Rooms

FOR RENT

IiEST.

G

I

Call nt 415 N. fith St.

house.

.

I

FROM

DAILY'M.HL KF.RVICK A VI HTAGH
For the famous Hot Springs of
Jeme, N. M. Leave BAlhuuuernue P.
a. m. Ticket
O. every morning at
sold (it Vnlo Bros.. 807 North First
St. QAV1NO OARCIA, proprietor and
mall contractor. V. O. Box 64, 1Í01

Ma-iost- lc

SUNDAY SCHOOLS

BACK

Paints, Glass, Cement, Roofing and Builder's sunolies.

-

Determfni'd not to let tne "Hoy
get nhead of them In the
matter of looming to take long walks
In the country without feeling "all
in" on the next day, seventeen young
ladies of Albuquerque have organized
a wulkln:? club. The club has not
yet been named, but It was unnounc
ed with finality yesterday that the
name will not be "The Girl Bcouts,
or anything like It. A much more
euphonious memo will be selected for
the organization, probably today.
The new club will be tested out to
dav when the seventeen girls will
take a five Pille "hike," on the mcsu
east of town. The destination of the
walkers is to be the Sulzer ranch
oast of the University of New Mexico
Whether the entire seventeen will
reach tlui ranch or not is ol course
nn open question. Ilcltlug among tin
liciv soots lust evening was tell to one
that the girls will camp at the Un!
versify at noon, cut their lunch on
the stciiie step of the administration
building and then return to town
firm v convinced that they have
wulkcd at least ten miles.
Most of the girls who belong to the
new club are students in the upper All
clusses at the Central high school.
.Scouts"

NM

Jno A. Whltr
Jno. W. Wilson
WILSON ft WHITE.

acres,

proved,

'

v

c

Inter-Marin-

niN-ram-

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

204 W. Gold,

Attorneys-at-Ln2 miles out, partly ImCromwell Building
Rooms
city.
to
acres,
close
man
S. KLOCK
tíLoílGK
Wo make a specialty of farm
Attorney.
Lndy clerk, Alvunulo
WA.N'TKD
nooma
Stern Block.
News Stand. Must have good refer- lands.
& Dl'.XTKH.
tillAV
Albuquerque.
Apply
or
appearance.
ences, good
Vhono 411.
Central.
819
Wfst
American Surety Honds.
writ e Kred Harvey. India n llulldlng.
hose. 70 Vim PALE Irrigated farms, 1 to 200
WOMEN, sell guaranteed
mcvnsTs
acre. A Montoya, 108 S. 3rd.
per cent profit. Make $10 dally.
J. E. KRAFT
DR.
improved
Kul! or part time. Beginners Investifarm,
FOR SALK 100 acre
Dental Purgeon.
gate.
Strong Knit, Hox 402Í, West
4 miles from town;
$100 per acre. Roomi
Bsrnett llulldlng. Pho
IMillodnlphla. Pa.
. A. Montova, 108 8. 3rd.
744.
Appointments msds bvrnsll.
ranch,
Small
modern
8AL.E
FOR
WANTED Boarders
Improvements. Owner, 1405 ltonia
'
FlltST class accommodations with avenue.
A. Q. SHORTEU M. D.
full board. Kiectrlo light, bath; FOR SA1.K
Physician's Practice.
Practice Limited to
centrally located, I'hone 342.
Tuberculosis.
Established; paying; good growing
Hours: 10 to 11
town; northern New Mexico; un
Room88--1
competition
Stntn Nnfl. Rank WG-light
usual opportunity;
WANTED Miscellaneous
will stand fullest Investigation. Ad
KOIX)MOKT U nrRTOJi, M. D
Chicago dress. S. !., Mornlnw .lournnl.
exchange
WANTKD To
phvsiclsn and HurreoB
real estate valued Ht one million
Suite Í, Burnett Bldg.
Livestock, Poultry
dollars ($1,00(1, 000. 001; yearly rental, FOR SALE
for
ninety thousand ($00,000.00);
ARTHUR E.WALKER
largo tract of land or ranch. Address Ft .(It 8 ALU 32 thoroughbred white
Office
Peorrtnry Mutual
5 8. Walter
K. A. C. Journal
Fire Insurnnot-Orpington chicken.
Itullillng Association. I'hone 605.
WANTKD Furniture und aide lino St.
Wet Ontral Avenne
salesman to sell special framed picFOR SALE
Miscellaneous
tures. N. Uotiedlct, 327 W. MichlRun

WANTKI)
A nurso nuild. Apply 708
West Copper ave. Mrs. D. Wein-

The passengers on the California
Limited train, No. 3, of the Santa Kc,
had a narrow escupo from serious
trouble ycsteiday forenoon when a
side rod on the engine, No. 1214, In
charge of Knglneer M. Stewart, broke
near Hahn station, four miles north,
as the train was making for Albuquerque at a speedy clip. The broken rod threshed around and almost
demolished the side of the ci.'o above,
but automatically brought the train
to a stop by breaking the steam connections above.
With tlie aid oT the emergency
brakes the train was at a standstill In
a moment and investigation show Hint
crew end passengers liad nothing
worse than a shaking up. Knglne No.
Jin k
1414, In charge of Knglneer
Feliner, was sc;.t out to the reseuc
and brought the limited In firty-fli
minutes late.

........162
......

FOR DELEGATE

re

wlíi
you to correspond with me U
want good work. Write ot once. N.
Henedl.t, S27 W. Michigan St., Chicago, 111.
WANTKI) An acilve young man not
nfruld oí iuud wwk, niti get a Job
with líe, the florist.
Men and boys to work at
WANTKI
Rutomoblling, electricity, surveying,
plumbing, bricklaying. Learn In fow
months. Muko more money. J'osltlons
secured. AVrito for booklet. No expense.
Nat. School of linglnecrliiif,
2110 V', 7th. Los Angeles. Cab
-

LIMITED

St.

Geo. Eberhardt, N. Third

ranch,
FOR SALE Oood ten-acstock and fixtures; fine land, well
Price and
close to town.
piíy located;
& Thaxton,
right.
Uuusakcr
terms
you

WANTEDS

1- -2

WANTED; AN OWL

m

KmTUATTÍrKÑTl

Side Rod Breaks on Engine at
Hahn Station; Breaks Steam
Connections and Brings
Train to Dead Stop,

BOY

FAtTOHY.

PRIVA TH OKFK'BB.
OPEN BVBNINOB.

aesH Want ('antral

I

mand.

y.

luarui,

PASSENGERS ON
THE

jr.

MONEY TO Í.OAN.

On
Furniture. Pianos, OrnU, Hows,
Wnirim
and oiher Chattel: alao in Balarla!
and WtnlmuH lucalpt. aa low aa 10 00 and
aa hl(b aa I1SQ.0O. , Isoana ara quirairmaaa

LUCKY ESCAPE OF

N. M.

40

1

Pianos, household goods.
WANTKI
ads. In SO leading papers In the
etc., at orea surciy ni rcasonauie IT. S. Send for list. The Dake Ad540.
made.
Phone
Advances
rites.
Agency, 432 P. Main St., Loa
The Security Warehouse and Improve-4, vertising
Angeies, or 12 Geary St., dan Fran- Offices, rooms 3 and
Time one monta to ment Co.
ana atrlotly private.
ona 'ar lnn. Gooda to raraaln In your Grant block, Third street and CenOur ratea ara rvaaunalil. Oil tral avenue.
real poamaalon.
-Third Street Meat Market
staamahlp
before borrowtnf.
and aae
to and troto all parla or tna wri(v
Ut'kM
KINDS OK IT5F.SII AND SAIT
ALL
SALE
Real
FOR
Estate
TBS HUl'HKUOLU LOAN
MKAT, STRXM SAFSAGF
Hoonn S and , ttrxnt B14.,

6

45

BUSINESS CHANCES
ClUHSi!
Ltl.'l vvjl(l) InMcrlM

STORAGE

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS

COLBURN'S EMPLOYMENT
210 West Silver Ave.
Phone S5.
MuNEY lUJAN

1'A constitution
6

Shannon
Superior
and Boston Mln
jority of these institutions compare Superior
Superior and Pitts. Cop
with a year ago.
Tamarack
The London stock exchange wn 1. S. Sm Rcf. and Mln
closed today and European markets
do pfd
generally were dull and featureless. Ctah Consolidated
Closing stocks:
Winona
Allis Chalmers pfd
30
Wolverine
Amalgamated Copper
01 M
American Agricultural
4514
Chicago Board of
43
American Beet Sugar

American
American
American
American
American
American
American
do pfd
American
American
American
American
American
Anaconda
Atchison

37

.

Mines

'

Wants Today

CI
Embodies Best Features of
Constitutions of gome 0f the
Older States; Shows Progress of Thought,

-

North Butte
North Lake

-

RÉAto

JURIST FOR THE

V4

18
47
550
15
67
11

Nevada Consolidated
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1.1

:

.

Nipissing

Mg.

WEDNESDAY

BY

I

13V4

Calumet and llecla
. .
Centennial
Copper Range Con. Co
Kast Butte Cop. Mine
Franklin
Giroux Consolidated
Granby Consolidated
Greene Cananea . .
Isle Royale (copper)
Kerr Lake
Lake Copper
La y a lie Copper
Miuml Copper
Mohawk

PRAISE

HIGH

' JOURNALS

ll:f

lit ...

I I Taso Ti alm

No. 80. Mexico Ex. . . .
No. IIB. El Faso Pass. .
No. 10. Kan. City A Chi.
No. 816. Kan City ft Cht.

11:10a
1:10

1:05a
:85p

Itoswell and Amarillo
No. 8 It. IVcoi Val. Ex.
ll:40p
No. 812. Altai. Ex
WILLIAM BALFOUR. Agent
FOR SALE
brick, cunic-lot,
convenient to
terms.
J.."ilMl
brick, modern, lot
'idxliio, good outbuildings; near tur
line.
2.:too
brick; mocjcrn;
Fourth ward, near cur lino.
5 acres of good land ad
$1.800Joining Am. Lumber Co.; good houso
fruit tree.
ÍÍ.0IMI
brick: bath, lot l
terms.
III!: A r.rnadway;
7
.1.000
acres of good land; north
of city, close In: gooil
house,
larue hnrn suitable for dairy.
J. "00
frame;
modern: lot 120xlSS; lawn, shade and
fruit trees; Fourth ward.
SI.IMKI

r

woicl,

cellar,. Fourth
lumber null;

ey

two-stor-

y

MOMT

V

A.

III

riKiue 6.

I

TO LOW.
RL I.VM KANCK.

FLEISCHER
ronrth Ptrv4.
Sexl lu Neiv

South

1.

c.

r-

r THE ALBUQUERQUE

GEO.

VV.

All Acute and Tronic Piscases Treated.
Office! Stern Building, corner Fourth

street and Central avenue.

ni!

French

CO.

&

INSTALLS

SPEAK TONIGHT AT

Tel. 129

Tel. 285

Wise Talks byjhe

DAVIS VMS

OF NEW MEXICO

OFFICERS

HOUSE

COURT

Lowber

Office Boy

ONGE SECRETAR!

NEW

Funeral Directors

and Embalmers

and Tools, Iron Fine,
llouw
Ktovc,
Valve and Fillings, Plumbing, Heating, Tin ami Copper Work.
FllOXE 315
J1S W EST CENTRAL AVE.VIE
Rang-- ,

0. 6 GENERAL

TEMPLE LODGE

OSTEOPATH

NEW MKHWS FIONF.ER JEWELERS
WATCH INSPECTORS FOR SANTA FK AMI COAST LI.YES
v,XK WATCH REPAIRING AND ENGRAVING
15 SOUTH KEOO.YD STREET
AIU1I FRONT.

HARDWARE

28, 1910.

JOURNAL, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

DR. C. H. CONNER
LARRAZOLO WILL
PHYSICIAN AND BCKGEOX

HICKOX COMPANY

CRESCENT

MORNING

FornUlilnB Goods, C'utlii--

Lady Assistant
COR, 5TH AND CEVTRAIi.
Offlcm Phono ftflO

SILVER T0NGUED DEMOCRAT Past Worshipful Master George Veteran of Mexican and CM
Wars, Who Died Recently in
Confers Honors on
WILL BOOST STATEHOOD
.
Pennsylvania, Official of This
J, A. Peterson as His Sue
From 1 854 to 857,
Territory
cessor; Ceremonies Interest
Gifted Platform Orator Arrives
'
ing,
This ; Morning From Las
(By Major H. R. Whiting)
Vegas and Will Spend Busy
The Morning Journal of Monday
Two Days Before Mass Meet- - Officers to serve during: the com contained a notice of the death In
Ing year were installed last night by Poylestown, Penn., on Christmas day,
'
... Tenlple Lodge No. 6 in the Masonic of General W. H. H. Pavls, a veteran

if

1

Wallace Hesseldon

General Contractor.
Figure! and workmanship count
We guarantee mor lor your money
than any other contracting firm In
Office at the Superior
Albuquerque.
-

Sandia Land and
Improvement Co.

..

A word of advice to Investor:
,
Nothing la aa safe aa farm lands.
f&
of the Mexican and Civil wars, at the
temple, retiring Worshipful Master age
Do you want independence in your
of ninety years'. But comparaold, age. W offer you the opportunOecrge
Craig
R.
cere
of
being
master
cana
Octavio A. Larraxolo. thrice
tively
few people In New Mexico are
Standard Plumbing & Heating ity o,' inverting your surplus and be
monies. The newly elected worship.
coming
in our Irrigation didate for delegate In congress from ful master, J. A. Peterson, was first aware that General Pavls was secreCOM PAN T
project. This offer will be open only New Mexico on the democratic tick- Installed In his honored office, after tary of this territory In the years
of FLOUR from the Arnold
W. Central Arenas.
1661-5- 7
for a short time. Write for prospec
and during that time served When I get rich, If I ever do,
et, a leader of the democracy, rep- which the other officers were install
tm
AManUoei
All
cmrefal
tus
Prompt and
and full particulars.
thirteen months as acting governor.
being
ed,
warden
Hanley,
senior
P.
cltl-sen
Spanish-AmericBGANZINI,
O.
Orders
resentative
"El Gringo," or The place will be cheerful In which
Mills at Sterling, Kansas,-hawarden; J. A He was the author of
David Stewart,
Rooms IS, 16
TELEPHONE !.
1, Cromwell Block,
People," and
iHer
Mexico
I dwell.
"New
and
and one of the most effective Miller, secretary;Junior
C. O. Young, tyler
platform orators In New Mexico, will Simon Stern, treasurer; John Milne, later, in 188, he wrote "The Span- I will never sit grumbling or feeling
just arrive,?. We now
of New Mexico,"
blue.
tohlght at 7:10, address a gathering senior deacon; Fred B. Heyn, Junior ish Conquest
ALBUQUERQUE FOUNDRY tn
from
version, or translation
Did you overlook some friend
Hyatt
steward
deacon;
senior
Adair,
county
To all my doubts I will ay farewell.
the
voters
at
of
of
the
the
nar
Spanish
English,
French
and
the
and
Oeorge R. Pehn, Junior steward; A,
have fresh Graham
MACHINE WORKS
for Xmas? Just order some court house In Old Albuquerque.
ratives of successive expeditions from I'll have a press agent upon the spot
C. Culver, chaplain; John Borradolle,
adoption
constitution
The
of
the
that of Cabeza de Baca, down to To humbly kowtow and salaam
finPast
photos
marshal.
After
installation
of
the
those
more
t,
and statehood, as a strictly
Whole Wheat Flour, White
those" about 1700. Hubert H.
A,
Iron and Dram Cawtlnjrs. Machinery
presented
to
were
Jewels
Masters
And keep me encouraged by telling
business matter, will be dls
Repairs.
a later historian, says of thin
ished and surprise them New san,
A.
McMlllen
Walker,
and
B.
E.
me what
cussed ably and logically by Mr. Lar'
In
a
and
clear
book,
wrote
Pavls
that
Oeorge R. Craig. The presentation
and Yellow Corn Meal.
Years, . We'll get them for rasólo and. it la desired. that the meet'
NEW MEXICO
ALBt'QrEROVF,
pleasing style and added not only a A very wonderful man I am.
g.
was
by
'
Tester
E.
Medler.
made
large as possible. It will
ing be
map, but some useful notes drawn
you, Our record is not a afford aasplendid opportunity for.
Just as surely as water makes Its
the day was St. John's day. the day upon from hi own knowledge of the counLAUNDRY
lodge
Masonic
which
the
throughout
level, a man will get what' com
own
this part of the county to
'from
try;
translations
his
disappointed customer Xmas voter of Issues
and that
ing
him in the long run. Most of
to
soon to be voted on copntry install officer. r..
hear the
"
.were,
those
better
than
the French
the successful men of today started
at the polls, discussed In an impar
and we are proud of it,
the Spanish. Not only Ban- on
from
WHITE
t tne saltlal. Intelligent, reasonable manner.
croft, but other modern writers seem ary a email salary, it wasn
W. M. GRAY
Mr. Larraxolo has Ion been In touch BEAVERS
that made them great It was
to agree that the book was a careful
with conditions- In eveVy pari of Itw
Photographer.- B
complla'.ion down'to the time of Cor- the position, the chance. Robert C.
The
famjllar
president of the Western Un
Mexico;- - h Is f thoroughly
W. fVntral Aw,(nw BW
onado' expedition, but after this, was Clowry,
began a a
With the present constWutloatiind pre
irregular and careless which ion Telegraph company,
somewhat
sents his Ideas clearly and concisely,
also been a fault of several oth- messenger boy in Jollet, Illinois,
has
HUNDRED
Scouts
at
the
all
Mgr.
that
James
Trainor
without a
Hom:r H. Ward,
Mr. Larrazolo speak no'tíís.e rejir
er writers on New Mexico, Including working for six months
tend.
rasentatlve of. the) 'deWpfenitlci part
himself.
Bancroft closes cent of salary.- He say he made It
Bancroft
The regular meeting of the Woman's but aa a representative oj fie peo fie
203
315Marbl8 Ave-Pho- ne
Ms tritlclsm of the work by saying his business during those six months
Contractor and BalMee.
to do everything to further the InterRelief Corpa Will be held this after of New Mexico, He believes thorIt merits high praise and Indithat
fob Work Promptly Attaala a.
OA
i
noon at the A. O. U. W. hall at 3:30 oughly that the people should ratify
Intelligence and careful est of his employer, and In after life
cates
Phooa 10M.
o'clock.
After the meeting a turkey this constitution by an overwhelming
research and unfavorable circum to do more than he got paid for. He
THE WM. FARR COMPANY
banquet will pe given for the mem majority as he believes It Is the best
stance on the part, si the writer. expected a little promotion at the end
la
but he got a big
bers only. Vr order of the president, chance for statehood ever offered,
Wholesale and retail dealer
ifl Gringo," tho earlier work pub of the
a
Aaneaf
J. a. Mulligan, secretary.
freeh and Bait ateau.
and perhaps the last chance for many "Dam," Will Be Instituted By lished H Ifvls, contained also much one. He was given an office; he respecialty,
rot eattlo and nofi lb Try a Morning Journal Want Ad Mr. and Mr. William Jenks, of 09 years. Mr. Larraxolo will show In a
useful information, with a narrative ceived a dozen promotions all in one.
biggest market price are aald.
Prominent Officers From and dcsorii tlon of the country ' of He never stopped climbing until he
West Fruit avenue, are entertaining convincing manner why he believes
had the highest position. In the busitheir son, T. H. Jenks, a member of these things and will present some
Mexico i'nd Its people.'
Headquarters of New Frater- New
the firm of Pumbloton and Jenks, phases of the matter which will be
high reputa ness, that of president.
a
bore
General
!avls
Well, we are Just like Pres. Clowry
consulting mining engineers of Den calculated to open the eyes of the
OUR MILK AND CREAM
tion for enpucity and executive abilnal Organization.
this shop. Full of energy
around
to Mexico voters.
ver.
Mr.
route
Is
an
Jenks
In
public
New
ity
hff
service
durln?
Sanitary
Strictest
Conditions
of
the
Is Produced and Handled I'ndcr
Mr. Larraxolo Is expected to arrive
City and will remain In Albuquerque
Mexico. He was among the beat and and ambition, and willing to do still,
Modern Ualrylng.
'
your approval,
In the city 'rom Las Vegas this morn
about ten days.
Reavers are rather scarce In AlbU' bravest of the noble sons of Penn more to earn
army
In
sylvania
of
the
Potomac
the
A. A. Campbell was bound over to lng ready for a two days' strenuous
qucrque
present
time,
but
af
at the
rethe grand Jury by Justice of the Peace campaign which will undoubtedly
ter January 2, there will be so many during the Civil war. He went to the
WILLIE,
1700 NORTH FOURTH STREET.
PHONE 420.
George R. Craig yesterday morning, sult In a great Increase In Bernalillo of them about the streets of the town front in command of the 104th regithe organic act. that It will take some little dodging ment.
xxooroooooooocooo
the charge being assault with a dead- county's majority for
ly weapon. William Mearns, lessee of Tomorrow he will spend the day makThe Imprint, on his "Spanish Con
one every
malí to prevent colliding with
the various
quest," shows that he was a master
the Savoy hotel, was the complainant ing speeches tit
prominent
One
few
hundred
feet.
of
county
Albu
north
Historical
Campbell
a restaurant In towns In the
of arts, a member of
,up he two-da- men of Albuquerque will be Inltluted Society of Pennsylvaniathe
and of the The Central Avenue Clothier.
the Savoy from Mearns and a mlsun querque and will wind
Into the "Beavers" at the Elks' the
la
speech
best"(
ha'
stunt with tho
derstandtng
over business affairs
2. New York Geological und Biographater on Monday night, January
Home of Hart, Schaffner ft Mar
capable of tit the Elks theater tomor- Three
,
. ,
likely ical Society. '
caused the trouble.
most
of
or
four
the
row night at the big
i Y Y
Y
.
Clothing,
lie selected from the
will
candidates
of Mrs. Bessie mass meeting
t Kdgar Jaffa, son
governor
"
In Which ,lhe
Stove Coal! Stove Coal! $6.50 per
Jaffu, and a brother of Walter and and many other prominent men will hundred and will be commanded to
OPEN EVENINGS.
demónstrate to the other candklntes ton. Aztec Fuel Co. Phone 251.
ALBUQUERQUE licnnle Jaffa, of this city. Is spending ttko part.
SANTA ROSA
,
LAS VEGAS
o
the various uses to which the com
his hollduy vacation In New York city,
plicated paraphernalia may bo put
having gone there from Ann Arbor, NOW IS THK TIMF. TO
The other candi
when so desired.
Mich., where he Is pursuing higher
NAME
HI'XJISTKK YOm
without the
studies In Michigan university. Mr.
reKlwtration of voters for the dates will be ndmltted
The
Jaffa graduated from the Albuquer statehood election to be held Janu- formality of goin through any stunts
que high school last spring and Is ary 21 will close on January 11, ac- although they will come In for all the
making splendid progress In Michigan cording to tho following notice re- eloquent and Impresaive degree work,
Undertakers and Embalmers
university,
which will be exemplified by degree
garding precinct 12: . ,,
Prompt service day or night.
headquarters qf the
Th board of reiilBt,r,utln ot pre officers from the
Telephone, No. 75. He., lilt.
DEATHS AND FUNERALS.
Strong Blk Copper and Second
cinct No. 12, for tho reglBtering or Beavers.
voters for tho constitution election to XGTICK TO WATER CONSUMERS.
be held Saturday, January 21, lDln,
ALBUQUERQUE'S DRV GOODS SHOP.
Mrs, Anna Livingston.
meets dally at the police headquarWater will be turned off Wednes
la theyur.nt that roe ihoutd aot,!p..r,
The funeral of tho lato Mrs. Anna ters, city building.
Books are left day, Pecember 28, 1910, from 9 a. m.
inorutne
rolv
POSTAL. TBI.tQUKAPII
nhun
th
Livingston was, held yesterday after- for the registering o'f all persons en till 4 p. m.. on:
nd
ddrM - noon
sivlns ruur intm
. CO..
end the
will b dllvrd br
South Walter street, from East
and Interment made from A. titled to' vote and all so desiring to
HdUtQitf. Tb tlbUon Is - Ilordsrs' chspel, Rev. Hermon P. register
are requested td register Central to Bell avenue.
rm
Nib
South High street, from East Iron
(R.ee kKWARi
Williams officiating. Mrs. Livingston's their names. The books will close
ii.ee
abciv
will b palé
r.iv.rd
avenue to Bell avenue.
maiden name was Wilson. She wss January 11.
- forTbe
nd ooeviottoa o snr- th
rr.st
East Iron avenue, from South Wal
By Express
n
born at Chester Vt., January SI, 1885.
ueht
tallnr oopt or the .
W. W. McCLKLLAN,
ter street east.
Journal frum tSe door- Mnrnliis
E. HAYNB8,
m On reaching the age of womanhood
J.
were of autiMtrlbor.
For the purpose of repairing pipe
JUUHNAL FUBLXflHINOI CCA.
her family moved to New York, where
FELIX BACA,
WATER SUPPLY COMPANY- line.
.
Livto
she was married
James Clark
Board of. Registration.
ingston. On account ef her husband's
Conkey's Laying Tonic surely doe
bring the eggs and it does not pay to
occupation as a railroad conductor,
be without it. E. W. Fee.
LDGAL- - NEWS OF INTEREST they lived In various towns throughBY Buy
out Illinois and Iowa, but principally EKTERTAIMMEflT
Diamond Stove Coal for your
Full Line of
at pee Moines. After her husband's
range; 18.60 per ton. lAtec Fuel Co.
to
death .In 187, she returned
...New
,
;
Phone 25 J.
t
v Forecast.
York; where for five, years eh was
Washington, Pee. 2.7. New Mexico employed as almoner for the
IT DOESNT PAY
And Arizona;,. Fulr Wednesday and
To boy dirty coal when yon can got
association of charities. Ho
:
i? devoted was
It yon want underwear tluit fits comfortably, eonlly without
Thursday.
Work
at 96.SO per ton.
to
and the
this
she
stretching, woven In the right proHrtlons ami daintily finlMlux
Fair Wednesday, welfare of the many poor who lookTexas:
WeH
JOHX & UEAVKY. Phone . '
yon will buy Forest Mills I nderwear, and having once tried
U
'' '
.lar In nut . and south portions; ed tit her for help and comfort, that
It you will stick to it. W e carry a complete range of tdze In a
.
OOAIi, COAL,
MusiThursday fair.
Enjoyable
nterestlngnd
Impaired.
sadly
During
was
her health
variety of fabric for women e:d children both iu the separate
pon't bay your coal until yon see
garniunts and union suits.
last seven years Mr. Livingston
per ion.
Dr. Khadraoh: Eye. Km. Noae. Throat the
cal K Program - Followed By oarPhone 4.d Julia 8. ga.oo
was crippled as a result of a rail. Rut
Heaven.
U It. Lewis, of Hocurro, spent yes tn spite of her physical Inrirmltiea
Social Session' ; Yesterday
her heart wag so young, her presence
terdny In the city.
WANTED Girl for general
' proAfternoon,
sunshiny,
so
cherry
as
to
and
Is
ot Mngdulenu
If. M. Kuhs.-II- ,
Inquire at Mrs. R.
'
housework.
contentment
voke
and
kindliness
Five pair of good black stockings for $1.00. The sale bespending several days here.
among all who knew her. She passed
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